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in
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Mexico,
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This newspaperman
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by
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lust
has
he
than the eloquent speaker and fluent- publican leader, when seen at the Pal
!tl;e menacing hands of giant corpora
state department
presiSenator Morris Sheppard, of Texas, appeals to the
writer. Hon. Nestor Montoya,
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.
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bill.
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Hub
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Handed
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He Was Misquoted. He Adds That "Some One
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not attend the hearings at the oil in..... Inn' mi the ground veston left Fort
of threats made to Ameriwms at Matamoras are exaggerated.
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the
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it
that
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and a prospect hole and
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Oil
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When
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ed on traveling expenses during the May
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3,862
iho
wieM
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atDISTRICT.
THIRD
June
that S. B. No. 105 the district
entire year of 1911 leads to tne
by Governor Colquitt into Mux
378
162
216
Indian
events in 'Mexico City. He has
Sil- appropriation torney salaries bill; S. B. No. 86 the militia not
Considered
tragic
their
hire
July
H.
Inspector,
the
"Did
H.
Deputy
Betts,
to
deputies
tlvj
materialize;
ico is
query:
expected
62
Carlos, who
62
1 ill.
bill to prohibit the planting of John- governor himself, it was pointed out wired his young brother,
ver City, New Mexico.
own rigs to reach the scene of the oil August
in- 6,208
Is studying at St. John's muitary aca
bill
6,208
Crawford
restraining
act,
a
fence
97
a
Passed
No.
a
B,
dollar
S.
Gallons.
September
No.
of
than
son
tc
insnection?" Was less
grass;
here today, would lay himself open
933
721
him here at once
212
state laws.
comfortable October . .
be laid over for consideration on a charge of violation cf the natijnai demy. Wis., to join
Coal Oil Gasoline Total j Junctions to suspend
day sufficient to pay for
to oe on
509
6,686
is
6,177
the
and
supposed
latter
o'clock
HOUSE
of
November
2:30
at
Thursday afternoon
locomotion for the ENTIRE force
6,357 12,410
laws which provide severe
6,053
neutrality
422
1,531 January
east
naval
his
1,109
senate
today.
on
appropriaThe
way
Resumed debate
This motion prevailed.
6,082
6,082
punishment for any suih orgaaikg
February
WANTS 1000 SOLDIERS.
likewise laid over S. B. No. 112, the hiid forwarding a host.le
12,234 13,987 tion bill.
exped;t on
New Mexico?
1,753
March
to
2,963
bill
.24,252
D. C, Feb. 25. Senamounted
committee
the
commitpolice.
reported
to
abolish
Labor
bill
Washington,
a
siate
of
10,131 20,417
foreign
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Perhaps the investigation
27,215 April
work- These were the important bills on the into the country
,
of Texas, today
women
tor
total
Grand
eight-hou- r
Morris
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Sheppard
ft::
an
day
transpor-is
on
this
at
wiih which the United States
tee will throw light
made representations to the state desenate calendar.
ing in District of Columbia.
peace.
(Continued on page eight).
about what he considers the
These new bills were introduced:
The law recognizes no difference be- partment
condition of parts of the
S. B. No. 165, by Mr. Bowman Pro-- !
unprotected
and
any
tween the governor of a state
viding for the compulsory education of other civilian; it simply maintains Texas Mexico frontier. Senator Shepthe blind.
recently sent telegrams to tho
the right of the national government pard
Texas county judges along the Rio
S. B. No. 166, by Mr. Laughren
G.
and especially the legislative branch, Grande river from El Paso to BrownsRelative to the management of the
sole authority competent to ville and his statement to Secretary
state library and for the naming of a as the
make war and the sending of an arm- Knox
l
today was based upon the resneea - On October 13. 1911. Mrs.
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Vernon, Texas, Feb.' 25. John Bea
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money
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S.
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later
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i
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of
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"
Mr.
G.
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the
other
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and
Company
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Armory
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E
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Dr.
Men.
death
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 181J.

TO

TERRIBLE TCHNG

WILL

BE MAINTAINED
AND BURNING

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 25. The order
of the California railroad commission
Very Sore Leg for Some Twenty
denying the application of the Union
Pacific railway for a 999 year lease
Years.
Sour
Obliged to Lie in Bed.
Stomach,
Headache,
f
between Oakland
of the Benica
In Spots Raw as Beef.
Cuticura
Biliousness and Bad Taste and Sacramento, will not affect the
and
Ointment
Cured.
Soap
government plan for the dissolution of
Gone By Morning.
the Union Pacific, Southern Pacific
Attorney General Wickersham " 1768 Wost 46lh Ave., Donvor, Colo.
Furred Tongue, Bad Taste, Indi- merger,
I had a very sore leg. It troubled me for
said todayf.
"The California decisgestion, Sallow Skin and Miserable ion," said Mr. Wickersham, "is a local some twenty years and Anally broke out to
a running sore with much
Headaches come from a torpid liver matter and the
government plan for
fever and terrible itching and
cause the dissolution will not be
and clogged bowels,
which
changed."
It burned and
burning.
filled
to
stomach
become
with
your
itched so badly I could not
fersours
which
and
undigested food,
rest day or night and was
dissolution case before the federal
ments like garbage in a swill barrel. court for the district of Utah here
obliged to llo in bed. The
sores wero in spots Just as
That's the first step to untold mi- yesterday, refused to discuss the matraw as a piece of beef. I used
foul
gases, bad ter. John G. Milburn, counsel for the
seryindigestion,
medicine yet It wouldn't heal.
breath, yellow skin, mental fenrB, Union Pacific, however, stated
that
the advertisement for
Seeing
nauseeverything that is horrible and
the matter would not again come be- Cuticura Soap and Ointment I Immediately
ating. A Cascaret tonight will give fore the court, thereby indicating that wroto for some. The Immediate cure was
jour constipated bowels a thorough the Union Pacific would not submit more n markablo than I can describe. 1 was
(Signed) Mrs. Curry
completely cured."
cleansing and straighten you out by an amendment to its plan.
The dissolution plan is now under Brown, April 11, 1912.
morning. They work while you sleep
a
box from your druggist consideration by three circuit judges
DANDRUFF AND FALLING HAIR
will keep you feeling good for months. who heard the arguments yesterday
. Cured by Cuticura Sosp and Ointment
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then to keep their
Hoover St., Los Angeles, Cal.
3821
BEAR TRADERS
"After using Cuticura Soap and Ointment
stomach, liver and bowels regulated,
for two months for a very bad case of danand never know a miserable moment.
HAD A FREE
druff and falling hair I was entirely cured.
Don't forget the children their little
HAND TODAY My hair came out gradually. As a "last reinsides need a good, gentle cleansing
sort I tried Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
too.
New hair seemed to come in almost ImmeNew York, Feb. 25. Bear traders diately. Now my hair is thick, glossy and
in Wall street operated with a rather luxurious."
(Signed) Mrs. C. M. Saner,
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
RESOLUTIONS
fiee hand today and succeeded
in Mar. 18, 1912.
and Cuticura Ointment are
shaking out more or less long stock. soldCuticura Soapthe
IN MEMORY OF
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, jrardeo & field seeds in bulk and packages
world. Liberal sample of
throughout
Shares with an investment rating
free, with 32-- Skin Boole. AdJOHN
which commonly do not figure largely each mailed
d
dress
"Cuticura, Dopt.T, Boston."
iii the dealings were thrown on the
Fe
The only exclusive
house in
CirTender-facemen should use Cuticura
The regents and staff of the market as the speculative industrials. Soap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.
Museum of New Mexico hereby place Pressure converged on the stock which
i. pon record their high appreciation usually dominate the market, particuPbone Black of the life and services of John S. larly Steel and Union Pacific.
Phone Black
Such IS A PRIVATE
support as the market received came
i.'Erris.
CITIZEN FOR
As secretary of this Institution Mr. largely from the retirement of short!
Harris demonstrated his great use contracts which- pulled up the list ef-DAVS
fulness not only to the Museum but fectively before midday with South
ern
Pacific
crossing
par.
to the city of Santa Fe and state of
Trenton, N. X, Feb. 25. PresidentBonds were easy.
New Mexico. He possessed excellent
elect Wilson
the governorlusiness ability, was keenly alive to When it became known that in the ship of New resigned
at 1 o'clock today
Jersey
of
head
the
opinion
the
of
Southern
every interest of the institution and
to take effect at noon, Saturday, March
the community and withal, a most Pacific the decision of the California 1.
state
railroad
commission
put the The governor wrote his resignation
ciniable associate.
Harrimari dissolution plan in jeopardy
He continually went beyond his
Secregeneral selling was resumed. Union in his own handto and sentS. it by
David
physical limits. He saw endless op-- r Pacific went to 163
Carter, tin
tary
Tumulty
witn
compared
ortunities for service and when it be- 1C4
of state.
yesterday's close, and South- secretary
same time he sent a me3- At
the
et me certain that he must choose be- ern Pacific
100
reacted from
to
tween length of day with inaction and 99
s;ipe to both houses of the legislature
;. short life full of usefulness, be
notifying them of the act.
Lowest
were
Domestic Lump
made
Fancy Egg
also in "f shall have the
Fancy Lump
and cheerfully chose the numerous prices
pleasure of being
stocks, including the Hill, a
latter. To the end his greatest con- Reading and
private citizen for just three days,
issues.
Copper
incern was for his work and for the
stocks were bought in the after- remarked Mr. Wilson. "I think," he
terests depending upon him,
noon on the theory that much in the added, with a smile, "I shall celebrate
the fact by turning a handspring just
.With a feeling of great loss per way of unfavorable
developments to show that I have no dignity of ofPhone One Double O J.
sonally and to the institution, these bad discounted by the current lower
sentiments are spread upon the rec- prces and that a rally was due. South fice to maintain."
Mr. Wilson will attend the cere
ords of the Museum oi New Mexico ern Pacific rose 1
above yester- monies at noon
Saturday when his
stid published in the press of the day's final
in
rallies
and
some
figures,
successor, James Fielder,
president
state.
other shares ran to a point or more.
of the state senate, succeeds him.
JOHN R. McFIE,
The market closed easy. A good
President Board of Regents.
undertone was maintained until the
RELIABLE
W. S. Skelton, a merchant at
N. B. LAUGHLIN,
lost quarter of an hour when lncreas
Indiana, says he would not take
Secretary.
ins offerings of Eri influenced sales of $100.00
for the relief a single box of
EDGAR L. HEWETT,
ciher stocks.
Foley Kidney Pills gave him.. "I had
Director.
a severe attack of kidney trouble, with
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
sharp pains through , my back and
CLOSES
Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren St., King
could hardly straighten up. A single
N.
name
Y.
on
furnished
ston,
(full
OP ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
CASE US. DORR l.ox of Foley Kidney Pills entirely reapplication) had such decided benefit
lieved me." For sale by all druggists
from using Foley's Honey and Tari
Salem, Mass.. Feb. 25. The case of
Compound that she shares her good the state
You
Have Your House
HOLLIS LACKS 3 VOTES.
against William A. Dorr, acfortune with others.
She writes:
cused of the murder, of George B.
N. H., Feb. 25. Henry F.
Concord,
and
COST.
Tar
AT
IT
"Foley's Honey
DONE
HAVE
Compound
was closed today and the open- Hollis, Democrat, lacked only thren
brought my voice back to me during a Marsh,
severe case of bronchitis and laryn ing speech of the defendant's counsel votes of election as United States senindicated that an attempt would be ator at the ballot of the legislature
Percolators , Grills,
Phone 223
gitis. Oh how many people I have re n
Irons, Etc.
commended it to."
For Bale by all ade to establish that Dorr had shot today. He received 202 votes to 1.73
the aged man in self defense.
for Edward N. Pearson, Republican,
druggists.
The definite defense had not been and 22 for William J. Britton.
disclosed heretofore.
"The Jury may take as true the evi
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
dence that Dorr came east, that the Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
bullets when, killed the Lynn man Tablets.
MONTEZUMA.
Druggists refund money if
came from his (Dorr's) revolver and it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigR. E. Carter, Jloswell.
was held in his nature is on each box. 25c,
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Goodell and that the revolver
lands when the bullets sped and kill
daughter, Silver City.
ed Marsh," said Dorr's attorney.
Van T. Manville, Silver City.
A
"Counsel assumes that the district
PE To El Paso, Blsbee, Douglass and
PDHM
ii innnruvinixnjintwwxruuvnnq
E.
L.
Collins, St. Louis.
IA
llVUiH
s
all points in New Mexico, Ariattorney will claim this to be first de- J. V. Oxley, Buffalo, N. Y.
giee murder because it was preJ. I- Higginbotham, Portales.
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
meditated, but the jury may find the
A. G. Flemmlng, Domingo.
CENTRAL to, Torrance thence.
defendant innocent because he acted
G. W. Tripp, City.
in defense of his own life or
thought
L.
J.
Taylor, Cuervo, N. M.
hat he was so acting."T. E. Anderson, Denver.
G. H. Saunderman, St. Louis.
F. E. Walling, a farmer livine near
A. C. Mcllwain, St. Louis.
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends
A. H. Schmidt, Denver.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and
F. V. Quinby, Denver.
"I have been' advised by my
says:
J. W. Egan, Quincy, 111.
ramuy doctor to use Foley Honey and
John Sullivan, City.
Tar Compound for my children when
EUROPEAN.
there was a cough medicine needed.
F. A. Thompson, Espanola.
It always gives the best of satisfaction
H. H, Cole, Alamosa, Colo.
and I recommend It to others." For
Steve Eeles, Alamosa, Colo.
sale by all druggists.
A. J. Cannon, Tucumcari.
P. Mitchell, Rocky Ford, Colo. LADY SCOTT
HEARS THE
M. C. de Baca, Bernalillo.
For Rates and Full Information Address
NEWS OF HERO'S DEATH
London, Feb. 25. Dr. Bruce, a broP. AQENT,
OF LOCAL INTEREST.
ther of Lady Scott, wife of the antar-ti- c
EL PASO, TEXAS.
explorer, received a dispatch from
Some People We Know and We Will his sister today saying that she had
Profit by Hearing About Them.
just heard of her husband's death and
This is a purely local event.
that she was in good health.
NEXT SALAD
Scott is on board the steamer Aorangi
It took place in Santa Fe.
vhich is due to reach Wellington, N.
Not in some faraway place.
7., on February 27.
Tou are asked to Investigate it.
It Is Simply Delicious I
Asked to believe a citizen's word;
To confirm a citizen's statement.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
NIPPON STILL
l2 lb. Cans, 20c
Any article that is endorsed
at
home
FACE CRISIS
1
'The West Point of the Southwest.
lb. Cans, 35c
Is more worthy of confidence
as
Ranked
Than one you know nothing about,
"Distinguished
Tokio, Feb. 25. The political crises
Endorsed by unknown people.
in Japan, brought about by the resig-rctioInstitution " by the U S.
H. Baca, Prop, meat market,
of Premier Katsura, has not
War Department.
FULL LINE
OF LENTEN
St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: been definitely solved in spite of the
Located in the beautiful Pecos
"About two and a oa'f years ago I formation of a new cabinet under
Valley. 8,700 feet above sealevel,
gave a public statement, telling of Count Yamato. Prince Katsura's on- Delicacies, Smoked Fish,
sunshine every day. Ooea air
my experience with Doan's Kidney losition at present is supported by
work throughout the entire sesCanned Fish, Cfieese; Etc.
Pills.
They completely rid me of the majority in the chamber of depusion.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
pains in my back that had troubled ties and this caused a further postIDEAL such as cannot be found
me off and on for months.
When I ponement of the
of the
elsewhere In America. Fourstooped or brought a strain on my deputies today until February 27.
teen officers and Instructors, all
loins, I suffered severely and there
graduates from standard Eastwere various symptoms which con- BOOTH MAY GET
ern colleges.
Ten buildings,
vinced me that my trouble came from
THE NOBEL PRIZE.
modern in every respect.
disordered kidneys.
I finally used
London, Feb. 25. General Bramwe 1
Regents :
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought Booth, head of the Salvation Army,
K. A. CAHOON. President.
C.
prompt relief. I continued taking has been proposed as a candidate for
J. E. KHKA,
them and it was net long before the Nobel Peace prize this year on the
.1. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
every symptom of trouble disappear- - ground that the Salvation Army is a
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
ed.'
great international peace factory.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
For particulars and Illustrated
It wilt not pay you to watte your
Foster-Mflbucents.
Co., Buffalo,
address,
New York, dole agents for the United time writing out your legal forms
COL. JAS. W. WILLS0N, Sopl.
when you can get them already print
States.
r?
Remember the name Doan's and ed at the New Mexican Printing
take no other.
Companjr.
BuunnnAnnnAnnuuuuinitrinninin
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THE WINTER

GROCERY CO.

Have now taken possession of
their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.

3

Up

GROCERY CD. g

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Santa

grain

LEO HERSCH

45

S.HARRIS

post-car-

d

oal

!
1

FROM US.

BUY

YOUR

HARDWARE

WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR

TIME YOU DEAL WITH US.

FIRST

WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST

METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB W ITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

.!i!lf.

If Its Hardware We

Phone M.

Have--

n

COMPANY.
ouond '!

L I GMT

Wood

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern homeand why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

IN

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL

YOU

WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE

THREE

1

EN

GOODS.

45

-

WONT GET "PINCHED" WH

YOU

4

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."

2

POWER

-

THE

.

OrAHHd, ELECTRICIAN,

STATE

Wired While

IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch

the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity wilt do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad night Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

Can

J.

4

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
CANT

J All

r

-.

I

Best

Route

Y East

iWor
KggiS

West

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

A
CAN

oal

WHOLESALE

I

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

BARTELDES-

Tuna Fish

-

4i

Western Seeds

For Western Planters

FOR YOUR

Once used Alway a used, If not
ai your dealer, we will supply you

direct.
Our I9U Catalogue Free.

INSTITUTE

DRY
D .OUR SPECIALTY
ING SEEDS.

THE BARTELDES SEED CO.
Box )804, Dept. 4, DENVER; COL

n

Fresh Fish,
Oysters,
K. Meats

Modern GfoceryCb.

cuta-ogu-

b

T

WASOTOn.O.C.

QJ2

INAUGURATION

MARCH 4,

ROITCD

TRIP RATE,

1913.

$67.05

Dates of Sale, Feb. 2.tp, 27th, 28th
and March 1st, If IJ.
Return Limit, March 10th, I9IJ.
Return

Journey Most Be Completed By
Hatch 10th, ISIS.
t. .

for particulars call on any
'
Santa Fe Agent.

H.

99

For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood
GUNS, BICYCLE,
LOCK, KEY

FARM-

Del-gad- o

i

Wood

AND RETAIL
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

CALIFORNIA

Idy

MILITARY

p

T kW
i IUU

EUGENE FOX,

NEW MEXICO

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO

Modern Grocery Co.

I

The

;

,

TC

,

S.UJTZ, Ajt., Santa Fe, N.M.

UPHOLSTERING
128

anf

SPECIALTIES

Galisteo St. Phone tOf

J

Furniture
Crating
Our Specialty,

and We
Is
Will Fix Up Your Furniture
so that You Need Not Hesitate to Sblp It Anywhere.
RATES REASONABLE.
REHASH OKX OF ALL KIDS

Neatly and Cheaply Done.

J.F. RHOADS
::
Telephoned W.

SANTA FE. N. M.

'

,"I04 OAXISTEO, ST.
. A ijtue. want ad costs tot a tew,

eents and brings wonderful results
when published in the New MexlCftsvy
,
,
Try one,
.

IF

COUNTY SALARIES
BILL PASSED HOUSE

'

the
The house yesterday passed
county salaries bill, the vote being
s
vote for the
;:0 to IS, or a
hill, thereby passing It with the emergency clause in effect.
Although a large number of house
amendments were offered, the house
refused to amend the bill and passed
it exactly as it came from the senate
with the senate amendments, published in this newspaper on Satur;
day.
The passage of the bill was m
surprise as it had been reported that
the leaders had been working to get
enough votes lined up to pass it and
get it out of the way. The county
salaries bill had been acting as a
clog in the legislative current and
pending its disposition, little could be
accomplished in the way of legislation. Those advocating the present
hill, say that the vote by which it passed both senate and house means that
if the governor should veto the measure, It will be passed over his veto.
The vote on the bill stood as follows: Ayes M. E. Baca, Blanchard,
Campbell, Casados, Catron, Chaves,
Downs
Christnan, Cooney, Cordova,
Evans, Gage, Goodell, Gurule, Hilton,
Love, Lucero,
I.obato,
Llewellyn,
Manzanares, Montoya, Moreno, Quin-tanSanchez,
Skidmore, Toombs
Tripp, Vargas, Young.
Those voting against the bill were:
M. . C. de Baca, Boulware,
Carter,
Clancy, Garcia, House, Lopez, Martinez, Mullens, Nichols, Rogers, Smith
-

and Tucker.
The absent were Burg, Labadie and

TuUy.
The house also passed the bill for
the organization of the office of thj
attorney general after several heated
debates during which efforts to amend
the measure failed.
The bill was amended by Mr. Hilton
to give the attorney general only two
assistants. This morning on motion
cf Speaker Baca, the vote was reconsidered, the Hilton amendment killed
rnd the bill passed as previously
r
tirawn. This action was taken
a meeting of the judiciary committee
t which the attorney
general was
present and where he told the committee that because of statehood, his office needed more help. The bill is as
K.llows:
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of
the State of New Mexico:
Section 1., The attorney general
may appoint and remove at pleasure
three assistant attorneys general who
'

shall represent him in matters connected with his office and shall perform such duties under hts supervision as he may prescribe, and shall be
responsible for their official actions
t' the same extent and in the same
manner as for his own. Each of said
assistant shall receive a salary of
two thousand dollars per annum. ;
Sec. 2. The attorney general shall
liave authority to employ such clerks
and other persons as may be necessary for the proper performance ol
the work of his office, and is authorized, to pay all proper and necessary
expenses incident to the discharge of
his duties, for which purposes in this
section specified there shall be appropriated annually, not less than four
thousand dollars.
Sec. 3. There is hereby appropria
ted in addition to the appropriations
already made for the current fiscal
year, the sum of two thousand and
four hundred dollars, or so much
thereof as may be necessary to pay
the amounts for the salaries and other
expenses as hereinbefore stated from
the time of the passage of this act to
the end of the current fiscal year,
such appropriations for future fiscal
years to be made in the general ap
propriation hill.
Sec. 4. It is hereby stated that, this
act is "necessary for the preservation
of the public safety, and shall there
fore take effect immediately upon its
passage and approval.
..The only other bill passed by the
'.

bouse was house bill No

IV 1,

by
House Bill Xo. S.', introduced
Messrs. Smith and Carter, January
roth, an act to amend Section 4078 of
tiie Compiled Laws of the state of
New Mexico for the year 1S97; referFebred to committee on printing.
ruary 24 th, reported to the house
without recommendation.
House Bill Xo. 91, introduced by Mr.
; Carter,
February 3rd, an act to repeal
Section 15. Chapter 53, Laws of the
:."Sth
legislative assembly of the territory of New Mexico, etc.; referred
t committee on judiciary February
24th, reported to the house with the
recommendation that it be passed.
by
House Bill No. 144, introduced
Jlr. Tripp, February 11th, an act to
provide for a uniform system of ac
counting, auditing and reporting for
til public officers throughout the
sthte under the supervision of the
ttate auditor, etc.; referred to
on state affairs. February 24th,
reported to the house with the recommendation that it be passed.
House Bill No. 150, introduced by
Mr. R. Ii. Baca, February 11th, an act
designating the appointive officers
which may be held by women; referred to committee on judiciary.
February 24th, reported to the house
with the recommendation that it be
com-tiitte-

lassed with amendments.
House Bill No. 1G7, introduced by
Mr. M. C. de Baca, February 13th, an
act appropriating $30,000 for building
e bridge across the Rto Grande at
the old wagon road to Fort Wlngate
ot the town of Pena Blanca, etc.; referred to committee on internal improvements.
February 24th, reported
to the house with the recommendation
that it be passed.
House Bill No. 168, introduced by
Mr. Montoya, February 13th, an act
Appropriating $3000 for the purpose of
constructing a bridge across the Rio
Colorado near Cuesta, Taos county;
referred to committee on internal improvements.
February 24th, reported
tc the house with the recommendation that it be passed.

House Bill No. 170, introduced by
Jlr. Martinez, February 13th, an act
to amend Section 14 of the act commonly known as the game and fish
warden act; referred to committee on
internal
February
improvements.
24th, reported to the house with the
recommendation that it be passed.
House Bill No. 173, introduced by
R. L. Baca, February 13th, an
act limited the hours for labor for a
woman or child;, referred to committee on state affairs. February 24th,
reported to the house with the
that it be passed.
House Bill No. 173, Introduced by
Mr. Chaves, February 14th, an act to
Iiovide for the publication of a catalog of the ancient Spanish archives of
New Mexico, etc.; referred to committee on finance.
February 24th,
reported to the house with the recommendation that it be passed.
House Bill No. 191, introduced by
Mr.
Baca, February 18th, an act
to provide for the publication in the
Spanish language the proceedings of
the board of county commissioners of
the different counties of the state; referred to committee on printing. 24th,. reported to the house with
the recommendation' that it be passed
with amendments.
House Bill No: 194, introduced by
ill. Rogers, February 18th, an act
making it a felony for a man to abandon his family, etc.; referred to committee on judiciary. February 24th,
reported to the house with the recom
mendation that it ' be passed with
amendments.
- House Bill No. 203, introduced by
Messrs. Garcia, Lopez and Clancy,
February 20th; an act providing certain duties of peace officers, etc.; referred to committee on state affairs.
February 24th, reported to the housr
with the recommendation that it b
recom-nendatio-

JL-Jj-

Feb-mar-

...

by M. tassed.

House Bill No. 205, introduced by
Mr- Toombs, February 20th, an act
f
of county bridges. - '
of railroad here'
The house then adjourned until this requiring new lines
'
whose lines run within five
built
after
10
at
o'clock.
morning
These bills were reported by house miles of any county seat in New Mex
ico to build same through said county
;
committees yesterday!
to committee on JudicalHouse BUI No. 60, introduced by Mr. seat; referred
-)'.
February 24th, reported to the
It. Li. ' Baca, January 28th, an act. aplouse with- - the recommendation that
propriating the sum ot $25,000 for the it be passed.
construction of a wagon bridge across
No.: 206, introduced by
the Rio Grande to the west of the 'House Bill
town of San Ildefonso, etc., referred Mr. Toombs, February 20th, an act
encouragement
t committee on state affairs. Feb- creating a fund for thehorticultural
inand
ruary 24th, reported to the house with of agricultural
the recommendation that it be passed dustries and the breeding of domestic
"
enimalBi etc. ; referred to committee
Y'ith amendments; "'
on juidciary, February 24th, report: House Bill No.
72, introduced by Mr. ed to the house with the recommendaCordova January 30th, an act to protion that it be passed.
vide for the disposition of funds reHouse; Bill Ni. 213, introduced by
ceived for liquor" licenses; referred Mr.
Toombs, February 20th, an act to
ti committee on temperance, Febru- authorize
the commissioner, of public
ary 14th, reported to' the house with lands to quit claim state lands to the
the recommendation 'that it be pass- United States
In cases . of mistake,
ed with amendments. February 21st,
to committee on judireferred
etc.;
to committee on judic24th. reported to
February
ciary.
"i
iary.
February 24th, original and the house with tha recommendation
rubstitute reported to the house withwith amendments.
'" ' that it be passed
out recommendation.
House Bill No. 214, Introduced by
Mr. Toombs, February 20th, an act
to amend Section 40 of Chapter 82 of
to
.. referred
the Laws of lLJ,
committee on judiciary. February
'
QUICKLY CURED
reported to the house with the
recommendation that it be passed.
:
House BlU 'No.; 217, introduced by
1
Mr R. L. Baca. February 20th, an act
By
io amend Chapter 4 of the Laws of
1909, etc.j- referred to committee on
CONVINCING OFFER
judiciary; February 24th, repotted to
house with the recommendation that
If you are afflicted with the Drink it be passed.
T-Habit come and take the Neal Treat- - House Bill
introduced
by
No, 219,
this ae the agreement:
nient, holdi.-kri Gurule," February 20th, an act apIf at the end of the treatment you
are not entirely satisfied that you are propriating $5000 for building a bridge
p.cross the Rio Puerco, etc.; referred
perfectly cured we will refund you to committee on'
internal improve-n.entevery cent paid, or, If you deeire.de-February 24th, reported to the
poeit the amount of our regular fee
recommendation that
it any bank or with any reeponaible house "with1 the
" '
' 11
:?' '
4
be
it
passed.
If
are
us
to
to
be
you
only
paid
firm,
introduced
Bill
No.
by
House
224,
treatment
of
the
at
end
the
satisfied
For full Information calf upon sr Mr. Llewellyn, February 21st, an? act
address NEAL INSTITUTED - Alblt- providing for the certifying to the sudisejusrque, N. W., 216 West tover ave-- preme ceurt' of the state by any
trict cou
hi. Baca, providing

for the construction

i
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rebrtmr 24th, reported to the house
with the recommendation that it be

hition of law concerning practice and
piocedure as to which a district court
desires the determination by the supreme court; referred to committee on
judiciary. February
reported to
lie house with the recommendation
tl'at it be passed.
House Bill No. 22li, Introduced by
.essrB. H. L. Baca, Llewellyn, Mullens, Skidmore and Toombs, February
21st, an act to authorize incorporated
town, cities and villages in the state
o' New Mexico to construct perma-ren- t

i

SAVED FROM

passed.
Semite Hill Xo. 22. an act requiring
members and certain officers of tho
state corporation commission and tho
Fecretary of state to give bond, etc.
.liinunry 23rd, received from somite
and referred to committee on curpor Two Women Tell How They
i. ions.
February 7th, reported to the
the Surgeon's Knife
Louse with the recommendation that Escaped
amended.
ii be passed ns
February
by Taking Lydia . Pink- to committee on
2dth,
ham's Vegetable
i.ti.te affairs.
February 24th, reportstreet improvements,
etc.; reHint it
ed willi the recommendation
Compound.
ferred to committee on judiciary. be
passed.
luXo.
Jebruary 24th, reported to the house
17,
House Joint Resolution
" For fifteen
with the. recommendation
that it on ll nduend by Messrs. Moreno, Tucker
Swarthmore, Penn.
1 suffered untold agony, and for
n
with
amendments.
lussed
i'i d
February 21st, with years
one period of nearly
Senate Bill No. C, an act regulating regard to the international expos! Ion
two years 1 had hemthe use of common or public drinking and celebration to be lml d in 101 I'aso.
and the
orrhages
on
a
state
pencups or vessels and providing
etc.; referred to committee
doctors told me I
affairs.
alty for the violation thereof.
February 24th, reported to
would have to un3rd, received from senate, and the house with the recommendation
dergo an operation,
leferrprt to committee on state affairs. that it be passed.
but 1 began taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's

OPERATIONS !

Denver & Rio Grande R. R. j

1

!

SHORTEST LINE TO

I

I

.

j

Denver, Colorade Springs
t
and Pueblo.

I

WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS I

I

Feb-mar- y

Vegetable

EXHIBIT HUGE SUCCESS

THROUGH LINE TO

Salt Lake City, Ogden and

Com-

pound and am
good health now.

in

I
am all over the

MR. CONWAY MADE SPLENDID SPEECH,

the Pacific Coast.

Change of Life and
cannot prnise your Vegetable Compound
too highly. Every woman should take
I recommend it to
For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc , call on
C. it ot that time.
Mr
The Santa Fe Couny Rural School
Xo. 20, Chimayo,
Miguel
both old and young for female trouM. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
Wm.
Exhibit, held in the lecture room of Jaramillo.
Mrs. Emily Summerscill,
bles."
Xo. 21, Hyer, Mr. Win. J. Morgan.
the Old Palace building, for two days
Mexican
Pa.
Building, or at Union Depot.
Swartlimore,
come to a close Saturday night and
Xo. 22, Otto, Mrs. Perry Ferguson.
"
Md.
Xo. 23, Glorieta, Miss Maud Palmer.
n.arked an epoch in educational work
Baltimore,
My troubles began
H1111111
H
with the loss of a child, and I had hem- ii' New Mexico.
Xo. 23, Glorieta, Miss Josie Lujan.
'
Xo. 24, Kennedy, Mrs. Eleanor C. orrhages for four months. The doctors
Every school was represented with
said an operation was necessary, but I
an exhibit, which consisted of speci- Almeida.
mens of regular school work, best
No. 2f, Agua Fria, Mr. Candido Or- dreaded it and decided to try Lydia E.
rmkham s Vegetable Compound. The
manual training, do- tiz.
penmanship,
Elvira medicine has made me a well woman and
mestic science, drawn work, fancy
No. 20, Rio Enmedio, Miss
I feel strong and do my own work."
Williams.
work, crocheting and cooking.
Mrs. J. R. Picking, 1200 Sargent St.,
No. 27, Madrid, Miss Edith Hickox.
The following were the teachers and
Md.
No. 27, Madrid, Miss Minna Hremo. Baltimore,
tichool dstricts represents:
Nativi-e'rPaSince
we
Miss
No. 1, Pojoaque,. Mrs. Sarita
Xo. 2S, Los Cuarteles,
guarantee that all testimonials which we publish are genuine, is it
Martinez.
th eco.
The modern storekeeper has won his success by serving his
's
No. 29, lldefonzo, Mr. Manuel Lujan. not fair to suppose that if Lydia E.
No, 2, Tosuque, Miss Louise
customers satisfactorily. This means by giving them depend
Vegetable Compound has the virNo. 30, Agua Fria, Mr, Jose I). Silva.
able merchandise, honest value, and good store and delivery
Xo. 3, Santa Fe, Miss Frances Mar- No. 31, Fairvlew, Mrs. M. V. Dun- tue to help these women it will help any
who is suffering in a like
woman
other
service.
tiiiez."
ning.
manner ?
No. 3, Santa Fe, Mr. Juan Rivera.
Santa Fe's most modern and most reliable stores advertise
No. 32, Bachelor, Miss Mae Madole.
Ambro-sitXo. 4, Santa Fe, Miss Eustacia
Miss
Xo. 33, Cuyamungue,
regularly in THE NEW MEXICAN. They advertise the best of
Superintendent Conway's address
Lapia.
was as follows:
Rodriguez,
everything at the lowest price for which it can be sold. They
No. 5, Agua Fria, Miss Tiburcita
'
Xo. 34, Venue, Mr. W. R. Martin.
My Fellow Teachers:
have bright, airy, and pleasant stores, well informed and acCcnzales.
Xo. 30, Cedar Grove, Mrs. Grace
"Ths is indeed a great day for Santa
commodating salespeople, and strive to give their customers ths
Miss Ismelda Iteese.
No. (i. La Cienega,
Kc
county and Santa Fe county
best service obtainable.
faca.
Xo, 30, Cundiyo, Mr. Pedro Trujillo. schools, us today, for the first time,
Meltabar-ger- . v.e
Xo. 37, Baros, Mr. C.
You can rely upon the printed words of these merchants and
Miss Isabel
No. fl, La Cienega,
are able to place on exhibition
Chavez.
have confidence In them. They do business on the square.
samples of the work carried on in our
Governor W. C. McDonald, as well schools. Here we have assembled to
Xo. 7, Cerrillos, Miss Bessie Wis- Read the advertisements In THE NEW MEXICAN closely
as other prominent men throughout compare each others work and to dedom.
and constantly every day and patronize the stores that give you
termine just how far ahead or behind
a square deal.
our individual school Is from the
others.' In determining or judging the
work of each district consideration
should be made of the local condiand
tions, invironments, equipments
t'on, State Superintendent Alvan N. "When Burton Holmes recently gave
length of past school terms.
White, Assistant Superintendent Fir is celebrated travelogue on "Panama"
"The educational work, in some
r.delfo Baca, Chief Clerk Rupert F.
has been carried on under the Applund, State Industrial Instructor at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he was
seriously interrupted by continual
mcst trying conditions, while in oth- Miss Mannette
Myers and StenogNo one
ers, that have made rapid advance- rapher Miss Eva Wientge, for their coughing of the audience.
ment, the work has proven an easy fef nerous aid extended to us during annoys willingly and if the people with
js',i ! "m
coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
lask. In districts where there are no the
Tip
present scholastic term, and pres- in throat would use Foley's Honey and
eohool houses, or even decent build-I- i ent session of association.
Tar Compound, they could quickly
gs available for school purposes, and
"To the Santa Fe New Mexican, for cure their coughs and colds and avoid
where we have been compelled to acthe generous space given ua in their this annoyance.
For sale by all drugcept dilapidated, unsanitary and unmeetings. gists.
suitable shacks to hold the schools in, columns during all of our
"To Governor Wm. C. McDonald,
the teachers have been subjected to a
and the different speakers, who coninsome
in
and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
severe
test,
very
stances their endurance has been re- tributed largely toward our reception
In some districts the pa-- j and entertainment during our stiy in
markable.
Department of the Interior, TJ. 3.
ticiiB and school directors have acted the city."
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
(different to their duties, and this;
uary 25, 1013.
HEALTH WARNING.
can largely be attributed to the conNotice is hereby given that Nicolas
to
con
In
ditions they have been compelled
Chilled and wet feet result
of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
Gonzales,
indisundergo. If today we are able to
gesting the internal organs, and
6, 1908, made Homesteai
January
play a creditable exhibit from these flamation of the kidneys and bladder, 05358, No. 12763, for S
Sec.
SW
districts, it ought to be sufficient with rheumatic twinges and pain in 20, N
Section 29, TownNW
workUse
been
follow.
has
that
Foley
somebody
back, generally
proof
ship 10 N., Range 13 E., N. M. P.
in Kidney Pills.
They are the best
ing and that school supervision
has filed notice of Jntentloa
Fe county is a reality and not a r.iedicine made for all disorders of the Meridian,
to
make
five
year proof, to establish
kidneys, for bladder irregulaties, and claim to the land above described, bemyth.
)
"You are to be congratulated upon for backache and rheumatism. They
fore II. C. Kinsell, U. S. Comr., at
the beautiful exhibit displayed here, do not contain habit forming drugs.
Stanley, N. M., on March 5, 1913.
in
For
resnVs.
means
in
of
v hich has been the
action, quick
arousing Tonic
as witnesses:!
namea
Claimant
the entire county to the realization sale by all druggists.
Faustin Tapia, Benito Romero, Isabel
that county schools must be recog
GalisSubscribe for the Santa Fe New Tapia and Hilario Baca, all of
nized, and that demands will be made
M.
N.
all
teo,
that
boosts
for proper recognition.
the
paper
Mexican,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
"Santa Fe county schools have the time and works for the upbuildRegister.
advancemade rapid strides toward
ing of our new State.
ment during the past year. A great
JOHN V. CONWAY,
Superintendent of Santa Fe County Schools, Who Delivered A Striking deal of progress has been made with
the new Monthly Report Card SysSpeech to Teachers At Exhibit Held In the Palace of the Governors.
tem. The monthly reports have proven excellent means of keeping the
No. 7, Cerrillos, Miss Lorretta Brat-to- the state, state officers and members school work before the parents. They
or the state legislature, county school show the studies pursued by the chilTypewriters which remen, dren, the standing in each branch,
No. 7, Cerrillos, Miss Lena Lorenzo. superintendents and business
hand settings of the
quire
No. 8, Galisteo, Miss Antonia Silva. addressed the teachers and commend- books and material used, and serve to
in order to reach
incarriage
fine
and
the
arouse proper interest in the school.
No. 8, Galisteo, Mr. Jose Villanueva. ed them highly upon
of
the starting point of any
Miss Ruby structive school exhibit, the first
"The compulsory school attendance
No. 9, San lldefonzo,
e.
lis kind ever held in the state of law, as now enforced, whereby the
line are now
Roibal.
teacher reports to the county superinNo. 10, Stanley, Miss Lillie Ham- New Mexico.
renschool districts answer- tend, the names of children who are
Fifty-sevemer.
number
a
No. 11, Golden. Miss Louisa Alarid. ed to the roll call, and quite
absent from school without sufficient
No. 12, Lamy, Miss Blanche Hall. oC parents were also present to corn-far- and satisfactory excuse, and names of
No. 18, Canoncito, Miss Josephine
the standing of their schools their parents, and where said parents are asked by personal letter from
with the others.
Alarid.
No occasion has ever taken place in the county superintendent to explain
No, 14, Nambe, Santiago J. Mar1.
Santa Fe which has caused more in- the reasoue for said absence, has
tinez.
For worked to a great advantage, and in
No. 15, Nambe, Miss Carlota Armijo. terest and enthusiasm as this did.
was
atNo. 10, Jacona, Miss Kuriqueta two days the Old Palace building ex- - some districts, caused the regular
'
ii.mmoH with visitors, eaeer to
tendance to reach as high as ninety
V
De Agnero.
" ' '
dif- per cent.
Miss Delia tmine the work presented by the
No! 17, San
Pedro,
schools.
"I
of
the work you have
feel
proud
Parrah.
All educational institutions in the pccomplished during the past scholNo, 17, San Pedro, Miss Rosie Ala-ricity declared a vacation, and attended astic year, and Intend giving you the
same aid and support throughout my
No. 18, Santa Cruz, Mr. Juan Lopez. the exhibit la a body.
."',5
entire term of office. This will mean
MR. CONWAY'., SPEECH.
No. IS, Santa Cruz. Miss Josefina
.
standardization of Santa re
A feature of the session was the ad- the
Lopez.
'
"
No. 19, Cow Springs, Miss 'Julia
dress of County School Superintend-- ! county schools.
The Column Selector of the Model 10 Remington
'
j
"The law which compels the state to
cut John V. Conway.
selects the exact point in each line where the writmaintain a school in every commun-.tin which there are at least fifteen
ing is to begin not by a step to step movement
our
in
worked
has
excellently
of
pupils,
the carriage not by tedious hand adjustments
county, and this year no school will
but
by the automatic response of the carriage to the
Uve a shorter term than live months.
pressure of a single key.
We welcome this law as a step in the
1
In ordinary letter writing, the position for writing
right direction, but there is still
wanting to help better our
the
date, the address, the first line of each paragraph,
condition, and that is proper aid
"Yours
houses
truly," and addressing the envelopes is
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY
school
building suitable
of
one
Each
m the weak districts.
reached instantly, the hands of the operator never
booster
be
an
should
alone
Ton
emphatic
ycu
cost
j
you nothing.
leaving the keyboard
We have ten in btmlness in this town bottle will
foi better school buildings."
for some time, and we are looking to t0Agafn'and
a
seen
have
how
we
j
again
time saving? Figured on the basis of the
build up trade by always advising our
RESOLUTIONS PASSED.
tew drops ol umb b""k
r,.
ina short
patrons riglit.
the
itch,
were
away
takes
to
resolutions
the skin,
Tlie
following
So when we tell you that we bare
operator's wages, it amounts to enough in
And the cures all seem to be
Fe County
Santa
the
found the eczema remedy and that w stantly.
machine.
t'dopted.by
for
the
time
to
pay
stand back of it with the manufacturer s permanent.
Prescription of made by the
Tiachers association:
ourselves D DD I D. TLaboratories
Iron clad guarantee, backed by
Chicago, is
Send for our illustrated booklet describing the many
"We, the teachers of Santa Fe counyou can depend upon it that we Kive our composed of thymol, glycerine, oil of
labor saving features of the Remington Visible Models
advice not in order to sell a few bottlps
other
anil
healing,
soothing,
do
hereconvention
In
assembled,
And if you are ty.
of medicine to skin sufferers, hut be- cooling ingredients.
cause we know how it will help our hist crazy
with itch, you will feel by extend a vote ot thanks to the
itch absolutely School of American Archaeology, for
business if we help our- patrons. ;: ,
the
cooled,
soothed and
(IncorporM,
We keep in stock and sell, all the well washed away, the momeut you applied their kindness in allowing us space
we
will
But
say
remediea
known skin
V'vkP'have
more
made fast Minds of
I64S Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.
this If yon are suffering from any
this in their building for displaying our
psoriasis, than on family by recommending
kind of skin trouble, eosema.
School
and
Exhibit.
Rural
here
sufferer
to try a full remedy to a skin
County
rash or tetter, we want; you
shte bottle of D. 1). Ds Prescription. there and we want you to try it new
"To the state department of educa- y
guarantee.
And, if it does not do lie work XbiM on our positive
j
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Zapata conferred"1 today with Provisional President Huerta,
preparatory
U' entering Into
with the
new government.
It is officially declared that with
the exception of the three states in
lhe most southeasterly part of the republic, all the states of Mexico have
recognized the new administration.
Lively activity on the part of the
rebels continues in many parts, but
lhe government Is not alarmed over
tills, as negotiations for peace have
begun with all the more important
s
bands.
San Luis de Potosl, Mex., Feb. 25.
General Benjamin Argumedo, one of
the most active leaders of the Orozco,
forces, arrived today at Salinas with
KJOo
his followers. He is treating'
v;th the representatives of. the new

EM

CHARLIE

DEXTER,

GREAT

TEMPER,

DIDN'T LAST LONG, BUT HE WAS A STAR

BALL

ALL-AROU-

PLAYER,

WITH

BAD

A

UNITED STATES RUSHES
TROOPS TO GALVESTON
READY FOR INVASION.
(Continued from page one).

WHILE HE LASTED.

USE ALLEN'S

.

FOOT-EAS-

E.

WILLIAM FARAH

The antiseptic powder to be shaken
into the shoes. "If you want rest and
c&mfort for tired, aching, swollen,
sweating feet, use Allen's Foot-EasIt relieves corns and bunions of all
pi.ln and prevents blisters, sore and
callous spots. Just the thing for Dancing Parties, Patent Leather Shoes, and
for Wreaking In New Shoes. It is the
greatest comfort discoverey of the
age. Try it today. Sold everywhere,
25 cts.
Don't accept any substitute.
For FREE trial package, address
Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

Capital Bar
Lemps

Schlitz

BEER

said, were required to protect that
country. It was believed that not so
Kven flint advocate of strenuoBity, p.any would be necessary along the
.) oil n J. MoGraw fell before
Mexican government today formally
Dexter in lewer Rio Grande, but it was represented that there were many roving
nir exchange of biting sarcasm. It
declared closed the port of entry at
across
bands
of
Mexicans
the
just
luiprienftd. ttfiU McQraw,; who was siz-- ; river on
la redo on the Texas frontier, at the
the Mexican side from Camf,ti up Dexter with an idea of buying
administration.
smne time admitting that the rebels
and Hidalgo
eron,
counties,
Starr,
ls;m 'for his own club, was handing a
A i. umber of rebel bands are operat-- :
55. San Francisco Street.
end it was feared that some of them
in possession of the town..
player one of his famous "roasts" might cross over at any time.
to Tampico. were
1U0S tne. railroad
At "
MATAMORAS IS QUIET.
vhen Dexter happened along and took Laredo
Pass and El Paso, there They practically control the line.
a hand. The result was that he did was saidEagle
Nt ws of occurrences in the federal
Brownsville, Texas, Feb. 25. Addi June 10,
to be a sufficient number ol
1910, made Homestead Entry
l ot get a contract.
troops to protect these communities. capital is received ''with apathy by the tional investigation today indicated No. 013G18, for SW
Section 16,
here.
Charles
D.
is
Dexter
Des
a
11TH
LEAVES.
INFANTRY
Today
tnat Matamoras was quiet and peace-lu- l Townish 22 N., Range 1 W., N. M. P.
THROUGH
secMoines (la.) business man, doing
DENVER.
PSS
Cheyenne, Wyo., Feb. ?5. The
last night and the only sign of Meridian, has filed notice of intenDeir.'-rColo., Feb. '25. The first
Ulendidly. He is manager of the ond of the four sections In which the
tion to make five year proof, to esiron's department of a
clothing 11th infantry under command of Col land second sections of the Eleventl) panic existed on the American Bide of tablish claim to the land above dehouse and his friends believe lie will onel Arthur Williams will be trans intanti, on the way from Fort D. A. the border in Brownsville. This was
before Charles W. Holman,
tccome one of the leaders In the city ported to Galveston, left Fort D. A. liusstii, Wyoming, to Galveston pass-u- l partly due to the fact that it requires scribed,
U S. Comr., Cabezon, N. M., on March
to
considerable
time
Russell at 9 o'clock. General Clan-enccommunicate
Denver
through
today.
15. 1913.
,
v ith the Mexican town.
R. Kdwards, who was last nign
ARE EXPERT MARKSMEN.
Claimant
names
as witnesses:
directed to take command
of the
Corpus Christ!,. Texas, Feb. 25.
Today Matamoras was quiet.
Nicolas
Gutierrez, Trinidad
Duran,
sixth brigade in the present affair in The local Texas national guard com
Juan Duran, all of La Jara, N. M.J J.
iHlead of proceeding to the Philippines rny fifty-siNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
men left today for
Marino Cordova, of Cuba, N. M.
!
under earlier orders, is making hasty I'.iow nsville, under the orders issued! Department of the Interior,
"
MANUEL R. OTERO. ;
me
wuu
uv
were
t.overnor
U.
M.
S.
Office
N.
MMepaiuuuiia i 10 ueptui
Land
Santa
at
uoiquitt.
Jhey
Fe,
. .
.
Register.
uuups. jviiiyic uma mc uvauauic
joineu Dy a Houston company en
January 28, 1913.
the entrainment and all of the regl- loute. A number of men noted as exNotice is hereby given that
ment will get under way before night. pert marksmen have offered Governor
Pino de Alarid, heir of Jose
The first Bection left at 4 a. ni.
'.
l.ohiuitt their services.
de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.,
UNFOUNDED RUMORS.
GOVERNOR DEFENDS ACTION.
BMKMuu
who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made HomeBrownsville, Texas, Feb. 25. ToAustin, Texas, Feb. 25. "Cessation stead Entry No. 014579, for SW
rumors
of
that
day's investigation
of apparent hostilities at Matamoras SW
Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N
and
ia and Urownsville is but
Americans had been threatened
temporarily, 1 N
NW
SW
NW
Section
Friday Evening, Feb. 28tli
Matamoras, Mexico, last night, show believe," declared Governor
Colquitt, 6, Township 11 N.( Range 13 E., N. M.
ed that the stories circulated were of 'I i
xas, today.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenThe military com
much exaggerated.
First Appearance Here of the
'"I o one not understanding the sit- tion to make five
year proof, to esmander la. Matamoras levied on Mexiuation thoroughly, the action of this tablish claim to the land above dePopular Ameiican Dracan residents of the city to maintain office
matic Star
be miscontrued.
For
the
might
before
and
scribed,
Receiver,
Register
his soldiers as a protection against Inst
few
and
letters
days
S.
M
Office
U.
Land
telegrams
N.
at
Santa
Fe,
bandits. Americans, however, were
have been received by me. requesting on the 10th day of March, 1913.
rot molested.
Claimant names as witnesses:
"
, While
were in circula-hlS GftEATEST
of Brownsville and
lion last night, Texas state
"
Juan Baca, Placido Lopez", of Leyla,
troops ',le in the viclni,y
FAWLT WAS
Lk.
L
Mauimoras, but all along the border. N. M Antonio Villanueva, Agustin
were ordered to the border.
I
his irc.wpER
i
livery possible means or securing pro- - Ramirez, 'of Galisteo, N. M.
ORDERED TO BORDER.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Laredo, Texas, Feb. 25. The Tex-r.- s lection from federal troops was
Charles D. Dexter was one of the
to but with no sUcctw. The
Ranger force here received orders
some
Register.
for
stars
who,
baseball
bright
this morning to proceed to Browns- requests for aid continued to pour
to
not
and
reason known to himself
One troop of the 14th Into headquarters here and it was necville, Texas.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
.
U. S. Cavajry has left here for essary to do something to prefect the ' Department of the Interior, U. S.
the public, did not last long. He flash-Brownsville, carrying equipment for people of that section, their property Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M, Febed across the major league firmament
30 days field service.
Supported by Her Original Cast in
The cavalry is and Interests."
ruary 1, 1913.
from 1S9G to 1904 and left the game
The governor said he felt that the
due at Brownsville tonight.
the United Play Company's Cort
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
when at his best.
27TH INFANTRY READY.
at
the Colonels until 1900. His best sea- roted for its commission form of gov
Theatre Production,
seoretary of war and ofll.-'a- ls
of La Jara, N. M., who, on
Gurule,
ernment.
Chicago, Feb. 25. Freight cars for Washington did not fully realize the
When Dexter broke in he was as son was 1898 when he batted .311.
Dexter believes Fred Clarke is the carrying the impediments of the 27th situation along the border.
fast as the famous trotter of the same
When the Pittsburg and Louisville
General E. 55. .Steever, in command
treatest
that ever lived, mtantry from Fort Sheridan to Galplayer
name, hero of some of the great turf clubs were consolidated and the fran- Clarke has been a wonderful manager veston as well as the coaches
ct the federal troops at San Antonio,
classics.
chise taken to the steel city Wagner,
Wash- PRICES,
as ereat a ludne of flv balls as Jim men and officers were run Into the it was understood, suggested
$165, $200, $215 and $250
the advisability of border
ington
During the time he played Dexter Clarke and Leach went along, but McAleer; a wonder on the bases and
Work
of
With
was
cars
not
the
was
1'exter
no
Instead
taken.
he a terrific hitter, going at a .400 clip in
loading
Imported Magneto.
begun f.uardsTbut received
reply.
ttarred as catcher and outfielder and,
immediately and as every
vas with Chicago in 1900, 1901 and 1S97 and batting over .300 for years.
The American cdusul, in. 'Matamoras Motor Cycle without a doubt with trouble
possible
in fact, as an
player. He li)02 and finished in Boston, playing a
left
at the factory.
been
made the work appealed to the Texas ranger force
Dexter names Wild Bill Donovan as preparation had
vas born in Evansville, Ind., June 15, mighty good article of ball and hitting the greater pitcher and does not give proceeded rapidly.
Charles Kenyon's Throbbing Drama of
according to reports reachMajor General William H. Carter, ing 1iere last night, and this wtci part3S7(5, and is not yet 37. He was 28 well.
hif reason for doing so. Donovan has
Lire, Love and Laughter.
Dexter has many good qualities and been named by several players as the ,r"""B
V
"'vision, ana ly responsible for hevdrde.r'.to Texas
vhen he left the big league in 1901.
6:35
a'
ght national guardsmen, to go,.t'a'd!ripvns
V . leaVT
upon greatest pitcher. The game to Dexter!1"!
It's the Play and Star You've Read
It was in Louisville under Fred bad oneshis as baseball is oflooked
uoihd ttltl IU11UW WKI11I1 aj ville.
the
About in all the magazines.
temper was.
today;
appears no different today than it was
37
officers
and
748
men
Clarke that Dexter began his big
"This office does not care In any
variety and he was always ,x. hen he quit. It was just as fast ,
Colonel Beecher
Ray is vay to interfere with, federa.1. action,
league career and he remained with ready to explode.
men, in ins opinion.
PRICES, 75c, $1.00 AND $1.50
checking up the movement of troops lut
frdm that
Motors and Carriages at 10:.
barring protection
toward Galveston.
His report this
stolen bases in his circuit, 141, was the public has since heard, wrote an morning showed that the movement source, there was nothing to be done PASH
KLAWITTER THE
BROTHERS, AGTS., DISTINCTLY THE SEASON'S BIG EVENT
t ut take the steps of last night," said
charged against him. He batting appealing "news story" for the New w as going forward without mishap.
TIGER PITCHER
was not formidable enough to worry
ork Evening Sun the report of anj At army headquarters a scene of Governor Colquitt.
The govemor believes the action of
an average of .205 being the incident which he witnessed iu
GETS OK. MARK anyone,
police orderly bustle was presented. General the
federal government in'' sending
reward of iiis efforts.
court. Kenyon, on a visit to New Carter's office was crowded
with
trunks
and boxes and the officer him- tiops to Brownsville will aid matersaw
cut
that
it
out
the
of
York,
story,
JOHN HAMPEL.lProprietor.
Detroit, Feb. 25. Larry Hoffman a
ially in quieting the situation. ,
was engaged In packing them.
newspaper and slipped it into a maga-;sel- f
WRITE ANY
SONORA FOR HUERTA.
former member of the Cub team and
Tne war bags of his staff officers
When the open- zine for
Vvere P"ed in orderly array on the cor
also of various minor aggregations,
Hermosillo, Sonora, Mex., Feb. 25
MORE SAYS BAN ed the magazine again he found the ridors
waiting to be transferred to the Sonora will not revolt against Huerta.
who now has retired from the dia(lipping lying between an article on
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
lhe state congress adjourned today
"Kindling" railway station.
mond for commercial activities comes
New York, Feb. 25. President Ban the Trinity tenements.
w ithout action.
AMERICAN KILLED.
disappoint-In that moment. Acton
as
Although
born
to bat with the following interesting Johnson has withered the literary
Family Trade Supplied.
uasntngton, D. C., Feb. 23 Th ed by the failure of the congress to
Davies' news story told of a convicted
letter on the subject of Al Klawltter, hopes df his players. Through nn or- cinan thief whose
259
by
bandits
killing
San
of
Boris
Governor
his
Francisco
Jose
SANTA FE, N. M.
aa
5t.
support
Corow,
position,
husband
had ask
American citizen, last Sunday, at Los Maria Maytorena, has not tendered his
the pitcher whom Detroit 6ecured der that reached here today no player ed that he might
her
sentence;
accept
will
to
be
or
critize
permitted
report
Laurelas Hacienda, Tenac. when thVpp resignation.
from the Portland club, of the Pa.
the game.
Johnson decided during and the article on the Trinity tene- other Americans and a
cific Coast league, last season.
es
"Poriflrioista"
Spaniard
ments
rebels,
other
partisans of
how
told,
among
things,
"In looking over the Free Press this the last world's series that the majorsuch conditions affected the wiped, was reported here today with the Huerta regime gave out a staterdversely
of
star
the
whose
names
to
ity
mind
players
back
the
information that Ambassador Wil- ment
my
morning it brings
expressing regrets at the killing
grace. These elements fused son had
that pitcher "Dutch1 Klawitter will- appeared attached to special news coming
requested the Huerta govern of Madero and Suarez, but declaring
a
into
connected
of
the
young
were
articles
story
Gulfpapers
"taking money
he one of the Tigers leaving for
at Mexico City to send
that their deaths would prove benelfe "ho Btole in order that her baby meni
false pretenses," and in many
for tlle protection 0
port on Saturday. I played with him under
ficial to the Mexican nation.
In
be
born
a
babies
where
ill
might
cases
caused
place
feeling by their sup
of the disturbance,
in the Texas league iu 1909 at Shreve'
vfcinlty
LACK OF TRAINS.
comment on the playing of their nre not stunted before birth.
posed
now
the
of
La.
Bob
Ambassador
Harmon,
Wilson, rennrtinu (hat
port.
He investigated and found
Chicago, 111., Feb. 25. Lack of
"Kindling," as Kenyon has written public sentiment in the Mexican cap
also started here that fellows.
SL Louis,
that in most intances the player had
tiains facilities today delayed the de- has one quality which nineteen tal seems iindinlnrhed w
mi.spring. Klawitter looked like a win never
01 trooPs or Galveston from
or
written
rar,ure
dictated
the
out
stories
dramas
of twenty lack "the of Madero and Suarez, added that pr7
ner right from the start and kept get
Benjamin
llnir linttor nil tlio Hmn Hn la n hie at ail.
Harrison, Wayne
punch." It reaches across the foot-- ! vate and unofficial telegrams indicate iFortS
Thp craze for specia articles on the lights. Along with the laugh It brings the same s tuation. with few
companies oi me
uiauy.
powerful fellow and has everything
that goes to make a good pitcher. H3jb'K games signed by such players as (he tears from eyes unused to weep; tions, throughout the republic. The e"eineers corps at Fprt Leavenworth
Home Run Baker and It sends people away
ytM the real 'iron man' of the league, Cobb, Marquard,
thinking government, evidently suspicions o were also hampered by lack of cars,'pitching quite a number of double;8'-- ! Walter Johnson went to such ex- - many things about life as it Is and is! the loyalty of Governor
f according to reports received at divisheaders. He also nlaved manv cames lren,eB lnat me regular Daseual! to be, and about tenements. Kenyon Coahuila, has refused to accept ' his ion headquarters
in the infield and outfield when not writers and cartoonists poked all man- achieved a surety of touch for which preferred adhesion and is sending:
TROOPS LEAVE
ner of fun at the propostion.
in he box.
ethers struggle through many years iuops against him.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Feb. 25, At noon
"He ilooked a great deal better than
and many productions.
today the third section of troops of
TROUBLE IN CHIHUAHUA.
111 TT
the
Harmon, but did not take to his work
Volunteers
Eleventh infantry left Fort Rusin
Unusual
in
Chihuahua
intrest
the
local
are
engageCity,
THE
OF
GREAT
to
He
Bob.
as seriously as
seemed
ment has developed since the
icported in arms against the new gov- sell. The fourth and last section will
he a big,
boy. He has
PLAYS OF PRESENT
ernment.
The state government lina leave at 2 o'clock.
of the attraction here.
elected Rabago, the military com
plenty of nerve and I look for him to
Although no orders have been reOAY
IS
"KINDLING
be a big hit in Detroit this season.
mander, to the governorship to
ceived by the hospital corps and am
Will Take You There in Style and Comfort. .
at
Portland
his
work
from
Governor Gonzales, now in pris- - bulances at the post, officers in charge
Judging
DAVID BISPHAM
The
now.
must
be ripe
on. Consul Edwards, who reports the are
last season, he
The remarkable play "Kindling,"
preparing to move and the Union
GREAT ACTOR
:
Chicago Cubs trained with ua at vhich is to be presented in this city
HKuuiion
at Juarez strained, says Facific has supplied 21 cars for this
Shreveport that spring and Klawitter by the United Play company next Fri- IN MUSIC WORLD former military and civil officials con purpose. The hospital corps and am
tinue to hold their posts.
games
pitched several excellent
Madero bulance corps consists of one hundred
airainst them. In the spring of 1908, I
sympathizers are said to be dectroy and twenty men, one hundred and
In
the great sphere of music, David ing railroad
his first year out and in his first game
wagons.
one of the of Chihuahua property in the vicinity sixty mules and twenty-fou- r
Kispham is admittedly
against a professional club, he shut
City.
REBELS HAVE LAREDO.
actors.
In
it has often
greatest
to
fact,
out the Cubs at Vicksburg, Miss., 1
No trains left there for the south
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 25 The
been said that the drama lost a great
0. He pitched at Vicksburg that year.
yesterday morning. Some excitement
fliir to the opera when David Bis- - but 110 disorder
is reported from
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
phain chose music, as his profession.
local applications, as they cannot
CATCHER GIBSON
A St. Louis critic writes of his re
Ambassador Wilson reports that .T. by
reach
the diseased portion of the ear.
RETURN LIMIT, SIV MONTHS.
cent
Kenneth
in
concert
that city: "No one,
Turner, the writer for whom
WILL FILL BILL
fvesh from a concert given by David fears were entertained, is in no dan- There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by .constitutional
THE GRAND CANYON
Is reported
Uispham, could write coldly of his ger. John E. Chapman
Detroit, Feb. 25. Catcher Gibson,
wonderful art certainly, I cannot. safe at Pearson, and Consul Shanklin remedies. Deafrfess is caused by an
THE YOSEJVHTE VALLEY
the "iron man" secured by the Tigers
From the soft, tender melody of the at Mexico City reports that H. B. Pond inflamed condition- of the mucous linof
the
When
from the Dallas club, of the Texas lea
Eustachian
Tube.
ing
and
are
family
safe and that Dr. Har
'rianjo Song.' through the dramatic
Let us Plan Your Trip, Arrange for Sleeping Car Accomthis tube is inflamed you have a rumbgue last fall, has sent in his singned
power and strength of 'Danny Deev-e- rison has left for Dallas, Texas.
v.- modations On Any of Our Through Trains.
.contract. This leaves only six unsound
or
and
ling
Consul
imperfect hearing,
Garrett telegraphed from
to the wonderful, gripping, aching.
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
Nuevo Laredo that he was
signed, these individuals being Cobb,
''Edward'
of
this
artist
11'tensity
great
Crawford, Dubuc, Stanage, Vitt and
S.
attacked on the street by yesterday
a saloon the result, and unless the Inflamma- I
Fe, N. M.
Agent,
roured forth the Heaven-sen- t
beauty
Louden. The latter two players will
tion can be taken out and this tube rebecause
keeper
had
he
caused
the
r
voice.
of
his
to
wonderful
And,
relate,
probably come through within a few
of criminals who were operating! stored to its normal condition, hearthroughout the whole evening, this rfst
days. Nothing has bees beard from
iium (ae saloon ami were robbing ing will be destroyed forever; nine
riaster-singe- r
not
had
nor
a
a
line,
cases out of ten are caused by CaJhe quartet of recalcitrant veterans.
v ord before him. Even in his superb, Americans.
Returning to the subject of this
llEAVES.
BAKERY
tarrh, which is nothing but an inmarvelous
of
reading of that final test
man Gibson, it is noted that he caught
Fort
flamed condition of the mucous surFeb.
Riley,
25.
Kans.,
The
the reader, actor and singer, 'King second
113 games in a league whose average
section of the field bakery faces.
Ttobert of Sicily,' Mr. Bispham relied
temperature during the
stationed at the United States miliWe will give One Hundred Dollars
entirely upon his trained memory."
months is around 100 degrees. Texas
tary post here will start for Texas fot any case ef Deafness (caused by
Mr.
include
will
Bispham
"King City, at
league fans think that they are in SARAH PADDEN IN "KINDLING."
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
Texas, late today as result of catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Rcbert of Sicily" In his program here.. an
order to entrain immediately re- Hall's Catarrh Cure. ; Send for cirdanger of blighting frost whenever
the mercury sinks lower than 80 In day was written by Charles Kenyon, a The date of the Bispham concert is ceived from the war department
'.'f.:iJi
The culars, free.
the daytime, so it would seem that Californian who has come before the Thursday, March 6.
first section, of the bakery left Ratnr.
F. J. CHENEY & CO , Toledo, Ohio.
once
before as author of
public only
Gibby is the human salamander.
day to join the bakery.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
v. vaudeHe led the league in assists with "The. Flag Station," a one-ac- t
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 25. Several
Jutt Try a New Mexican Want Ad
Take
Hall's Family Pills for consti175, but the second largest number ot ville playlet. Then Acton Davies, as if you v aat aulck returns.
V-deputations of followers of the rebel pation.
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TAFT ASKS FOR
CANAL FUND EVERYTHING

PERSONALS
(Owing to the great Interest manl
rested in the Persona Column, the
Mexican reauests its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
items for
jor by telephone (call "31 J")
this column. By ooing so tne readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

Washington, D. C, Feb. 2:.In a
to congress
today
special message
President Taft urgently recommended
the Immediate appropriation of $250,
u00 for the first annual payment to
Panama under the terms of the treaty
by which Panama gave the Vnited
States permission to build the canal.
The treaty provided that in addition
to $10,000,000 in gold paid for the
canal zone, an annual sum of $2!i0,0iin
was to be paid as long as the treaty
existed, beginning nine years after the
The first
latification of the treaty.
payment is due February 2H. Secretary Knox, some time ago, asked for
such an appropriation, but none lias
been made.
"I therefore most earnestly urge
immediate action as absolutely necessary to place this government in position to respond at once to its treaty
obligations," said President Taft in
his message.

ku

FIRST SH0W1NQ OF THE

WAISTS,-LADIE-

TAILORED-MAD-

Mr. T. R. Walker, of Junction City,
visi-iiife
Ky., arrived, last night and is
his daughter, Mrs. P. P. Newhall.
Dr. Massie went to Taos this morn-

OF

NEW SPRING LINE
"MENDEL'S

ing and will he buck on Thursday.
MIbs Sylvia, surgical nurse at the
Sanitarium, went to Taos this morning.
II. F, Tilton, associated with the
Optic" of Las Vegas, is a visitor for
,;
a few days.
Holm O. Bursum, Republican rioini
nee for governor and formerly chairman of the Republican state central
last night from
committee, arrived
Socorro to spend a few days In the
He is at the Palace.
capital.
W. D.. Murray, the well known banker and merchant, member of the New
Mexico senate in 1907 and owner and
director of various firms and institu
tions, arrived here yesterday from
Silver City. He is registered at the
Talace hotel.
the
George A. C. Bondenhausen,
well known salesman of St. Joseph,
Mo., is here calling on the trade.
R. E. Carter, of Roswell, is at the
Montezuma.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Goodell and Miss
Goodell. of Silver City, are at the Montezuma hotel. Mr. GoodelF is a member of the house of representatives
from Grant county.
F, A. Thompson, of Espanola, Is at
the European hotel.
Mrs. A. H. Hilton is In the city
visiting her boh, Representative Conrad Hilton, of San Antonio, X. M.
With her are the Misses Edith and
Eisle Lanferweller,

E

SHIRTS

S'

WITH SOFT COLLARS & CUFFS

IN FINE MADRAS LINEN,
FLAX ON AND DIMITY.
MENDEL'S

-

MAKE MIDDY BLOUSES

HIGH CLASS GARMENTS
Also a Complete Line of

Warner Bros.'

Corsets,

Rust-Proo- f

Noted for their Honest Wear, Correct Fit and Neatness of Style. Guaranteed not to Rust, Break or Tear

BiSlllV

SEtlCM

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

INJUNCTION TO BE
PASSED ON BY JUDGES
Washington, D. C, Feb. 25. Senator Crawford's bill to restrict issue of
injunctions to suspend state laws and
orders to statu administrative boards
was passed today by the senate and
It proposes
now goes to the house.
that all, applications for such injunctions be passed upon by a commission
of three judges, one a justice of the
supreme court or a circuit court.
Temnnrarv restraining orders could
be issued when it was shown that it
reparable loss would result to the com
plainant.

Business

Does a General Banking

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHL1N,

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

B. LAMY, Vice - President.

J.
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HIS TROUBLE

TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
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See Us
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(South Side)

Lots
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.

at

Once and Qet Your Choice of

Waynesville.N.C.

O.C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE

SURETY BONDS.

REAL ESTATE

After

Phone, 189 J.
119 San Francisco St.,

-

4

iinninniniMtmin

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL
License Numbers,

DIRECTORS

66-6-

Next Door to

restored me to
health. I would not feel safe without
in the house. I consider
ft worth its weight in gold.
It cured my indigestion, and by this
means 1 was restored to health. I can
not express my gratitude for its benefits."
Good health depends on the condition
of your digestion. Poor digestion and
good health do not go together.
Black-Draug- ht

will

Black-Draug- ht

thoroughly cleanse and set in order your
digestive system.
It has done this for others, during the
past 70 years, and is today the mosl
popular vegetable liver remedy on the
market. Try it.
Insist on Thedford's. Price 25c

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

.111

Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

Telephone

Whirs

Qjility

ft

CO

Governs thePrice

and Price the Quality

9 W

GROUND

FOR

GORMLEY'S

Weather a

.

quality, not
I hat
alone.
price
our
to
will lead you
there
because
door,
is no store which"
basis

.

.

$2.50
2.95
2.75
3 00

LUK-

GENERAL STORE,

In the Cold

Will be to buy your
goods this year on a

LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES, ETC.

Lawn Dressing, per cwt,
.
.
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt.,
cwt.,
Vines
and
per
Fertilizer,
Shrubbery
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt.,
ASK TO SEE SAMPLES.

sells

We have some

Finest Brussels Carpets and

Weil-Ma-

de

attract the eye and meet the purse.

of

prove economical in
Put your
this
basis:
buyingon

the end.

It is the thing that

pays in the end,
which paysyou atall

to

EVEN THOUGH IT COSTS MORE

We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining: Room Set Which is displayed in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
which We are Goiof to Close Out

THE
NIL

at Cot Prices

INSURE

is n Mt'riuus mjittH- wht-iflic Iuhks
uri' IV('r(()I. A lrii itwn.v or In a sanatorium Is nut only expensive, hut ft involves M'p.'irutinii from Imnie ami friends.
Suinu arc ln'iiMitcd. lint few cmi safely return.
Allow! ivt is ellVi-tivfor
lit

io treatment.
2'M N. Atlantic

Fur
Ave,
"fit ritlcinen : In the
a very seven

mi

eMunple:

IIhiMiuiHcM,
f;ill uf I!MC

mid.

X.

Feb. 25.

You Want Our Policies!

.1.

I

uhh-l-

INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND BE SURE.

JOSEPH

I

anti-pas-

I

s

IN THE BEGINNING!

Washington, I). C, Fesb. 23. The EFFORTS ARE MADE
TO END THE SEVEN
superiority of some women over some
YEARS STRIKE.
r.itn was demonstrated here today to
the dissatisfaction of the men in the
test when managers of the women President Ryan Says Iron Workers'
mffrage parade
con'j Union Will Treat With the Contractors on the Subject.
tractors erecting inaugural stands
i" tar the White House and In front of
Indianapolis, lnd., Feb. 25. Possithe state and navy buildings.
Women managers learned today ble methods of ending the strike of
of
International Association
II at the contractors were planning to the
sell seats in their stand for the suf-- Bridge and Structural Iron Workers,
continued for seven years
frage paegeant on March 3, for 10 and which has
15 cents.
The women have erected a against "open shop" contractors, were
stand of their own at the treasury and discussed at the association's annual
would han- convention today.
fdt that the cut in
.
So after issuPresident Frank M. Ryan, reported
dicap them very mui-iito the contiactors the union was forming plans to treat
jlnfe' an ultimatum
(v.ithout effect, the women managers with the contractors looking toward
i:iet and promptly changed the route a settlement. Most of the "open
of
contractors are members
jof their pageant so it will not pass shop"National Erectors association.
the
the contractors' stands at all.
It was to promote this strike, it was
CURIOUS PACKAGE
charged at the dynamite conspiracy
SENT TO AMMONS
trial here last December, that John
CAUSES ALARM. J. McNamara, then secretary of the
union resorted to the use of exploiCcvernors Secretary Puts , It Into sives. President Ryan and 32 other
Water Then Letter Arrive Stating union officials were convicted of conIt Is Souvenir For Museum.
spiracy in connection with the plots.
The suggestion for a possible settleDenver, Colo., Feb. 25. A suspicious ment was made by Ryan at a secret
Afterlooking package in Governo E. M. session of the convention.
Ammonia moil voctorrtnv nftprnnnn at wards he stated that the plan had not
tracted the attention of Private Sec- developed to the extent that a conretary Fairchild. It came by parcel ference between union officials and
rost, and bore the Inscription: "From the contractors had been arranged.
J. H. Young, Colorado Cy."
Ryan and ten other delegates who
Mr. Fairchild unwrapped the pack- are attending the convention were reLeavage, and found a pastboard match cently released from the Fort
So far
box, attempting to open this! he enworth penitentiary on bond.
raw an
piece of metal the convention has been devoted to
inside. Mr. Fairchild investigated no primary business.
further. He placed the box in a basin
S. L. Miller, Norfolk,
Conductor
cf water. This morning the water
was black and the odor of what ap-- j Nebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. &
neared to be gunpowder was detected. N. W. Ry.Co., recommends Foley Kid"I have used
Mr. Fairchild turned the box overj ney Pills and says:
to Postoftlce Inspector Gochran. The Foley and Kidney Pills with very satispostofllce inspector at once started an factory results and endorse their use
Investigation, both of the contents of, for any one afflicted with kidney
For
the box and the Identity of the send- - trouble.
They are all right."
tr. And In the meantime this morn-- ; sale by all druggists.
ing's mail brought a letter to the gov-from J. H. Young, of Colorado'
INDICTMENTS DROPPED.
City, in which he explained that he) Dallas, Texas, Feb. 25. On orders
had sent a match box by parcel post from the department of justice at
indictments
brought
containing one of the insu- Washington,
lators used on the first telegraph line here for alleged violation of the SherHe suggested that the man anti trust law by officials of the
Ir. Colorado.
tolic be placed in the state historical Standard Oil company, of New York,
museum.
the Standard Oil ot New Jersey and
Magnolia Petroleum of Texas, were
nolle prossed today. The indictments
BILL
,ANTI-PASTO BE VOTfcU JIN. were dropped both against the companies and their officials.
Tionvpr Feb. 23. Provisions of the
law pending in the house are
tn he taken ud Bection by section fori
Young
debate as the result of the adoptkn
of both majority and minority reports
nf the railroad committee today. Both
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An
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all
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becomes a ca m,
pass section. This was opposed by as a severe physical ordeal that
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the stockmen who sougnt to permit serene, joyfulasanticipation
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IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,"
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That the New Year we have
just entered may be for each
and every one a Happy New
Year, a year full of Health and Prosperity. With
thanks for all favors shown us, and hoping your
New Year Resolution will be
.WiH IradeWi,,, H.. C. YONTZ,

FUNHSCO

SAN

ST.

BARN
THE STAR
PROPRIETOR.
W. A. WILLIAMS,

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PROMPT SERVICE.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PONIES.

Phone 139.

Re-

310 San Francisco St.

and Grain
HayWholesale
and Retail
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have a Trial
Order and Convince You.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
116 OALISTEO

Phone 214 J

STREET.

i

oddly-shape-

iHENRY
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LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

SX.Buff Orpingtons
EGGS FOR HATCHING

$2.00,3 EGGS
The early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer
EGGS

FRESH

FOR

THE

!

TABLE.

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Phone

204

To The
Expectant Mother

ionics

Woman
Interested and ihould know

Wbirlini Spray
Tbe new vaginal ynna.
it mott convenient, x;
cleauei Instantly

a air tiMtv dmsolatffjr
If he cannot lupply
MaXBUaTI
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llkiatratMl
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iw,w-.- Mu
it crivM full n&rtleti
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invaluable!!
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Where. Prices are Lowest
for Safe Qua lit y.
tuna
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315

Palace Ave.

You Will Like

CALIFORNIA
Because there

you

chance to succeed.

will

have a

There climate,

soil and water, in conjunction with
intelligent labor, work wonders.
Alfalfa, fruits, garden truck, poultry and dairy products point the
way to more than a mere living.

j

s

KhlitJE & CO.

KRICK&

DISTRIBUTOR OF

d

MARVEL

I S.

HAZARD HAsTf.
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MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

OUR WISH

the Issuance of passes to stock Inspectors, arguing that otherwise the opera
tion of the stock inspection law would
jwork a great hardship on the stock
men of the state.
The senate this afternoon killed
the Harrish 'amendment to the public
utilities bill,; 'permitting the issuance.
This
of passes to' stock inspectors.
section practic-leaves the
ally the same as the federal law.

MERE MEN

B.

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

and by Zook's Pharmacy iu Santa Fe.

WOMEN OUTWIT

AND REST CONTENT.

WITH HAVWARD

If CARE and ACCURACY in preparation
are of importance

en my Iihikk.
Al last I lieuau Id raise
sputum, ami my physician Hint U.lil lue t
must wo I" i'nUf(rnla iminciliatcly.
At
this time I was ail vised in take
I
Alterative.
stayed af liniiic and
commenced taking it lie la si neck in
1
Oct die-lie.ua n l.i improve, and the
tlrst week in .la una ry. Him;, I resumed
my regular nccupatinii, having Kaincd L'.'i
H is
hounds, fully rcsloml tn licaltli.
now ll v years since my recovery lias been
effected, and i cannot prai.--e ftekman's
Altet'ittive loo liiyldy.
iiave
it with excellent results. "
V. M. TATKM.
iSlirneil,
Alterative is ell'eHivc In Itron-cliitiAsthma. Hay Kcvcr: Throat and
J. ti ni? Troubles,
lie
and in uplMiiMlim'
system. Ioes not eontitin poisons, opiates
or
drntrs. Ask for booklet
lellliiK- of recoveries, and write to Kckmnu
Laboratory, Philadelphia, l'a.. for more evidence. Tor sale by all leading dnifemists

'

from today

YVAf.MPP IIMnEDTAtflNf.
iHLWO " IT IUMLiII UMlLtlllr&IMMU
AND FURNITURE CO.

AIEDC

QUALITY GOODS

remember, during
this year that cheap
goods do no always

the

fcugs

of

so reasonably. And

-

Rug or Carpet

IS A GREAT COMFORT.

for Tuberculosis
ll

aniri-polog-

anti-pas-

FERTILIZERS
FINELY

Effective Home Remedy

S

Your Best Resolution

180.

PHONE

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

1

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

ST.

Thed-ford- 's

ht

Thedford's

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
Postof flee.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

104 DON GASPER

other remedies had failed,
Black-Draug-

Santa Fe, New Mexico-

:

Mr. F.R. Huffman,

of this city, says : "I suffered dreadfully
with what I thought was heart trouble,
and tried various medicines in vain.

We are showing PRETTY LACES and EMBROIDERIES and
New Ginghams and Dainty Wash Goods for Dresses.

125 Palace Ave

-

Seal Facts In Regard To P. R.
Relief ObHuffman's Illness.
tained By Curing His
Stomach Ailments.

in one of the

The White Sale

e

NOT OF HEART

GO.

DRV GOODS

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

Prof. FrederChicago,
ick Starr, of the department of
of the university of Chicago,,
told the members of his class that
sometime in the future, hair, teeth
and the little toes would be missing
from the members of the human race.
"Predigested food, hats and shoes
have rendered hair, teeth and the little toe useless," he said. "The time
or
will come when the man, woman
child possessing these will be a curiosity.
"The natural man needs hair as a
defense and protection against the
struggles of primitive life. We with
our hats and our civilization do not
need it.".
111.,

NEW IN

MILLINERY

HAIR, TEETH AND
LITTLE TOES
MUST DEPART

;

CAPITAL $50,000 00

i
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are striving to drill Into
minds of the present generation. there are
In almost every community
women who have used Mother's Friend, and
that recovered "julckly.
they are the ones
conserved their health and strength
destined by every rule
preside over families the
history of successof physiology and
to
women
repeat the story of
ful men and
ereater achievement. Is
prepared after the
Mothers Friend
doctor by the
formula of a noted family
1&8 Lamar Bldg.,
Co.,
Bradfleld Regulator

'S

nJeih-tore at W.00

them for their
expectant mothers. Tou
Friend on talc by all dref
S bottle.

Colonist Excursions

1

W

March 15th to April 15th
class tick-el- s
Then one-wafrom Still tu Fe, N. M., to Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego and
to many other points in California
will be sold for J30.00. Corresponding
fare from points on other lines In connection with the Santa Fe. Liberal
1913.

INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

stopover

REAL ESTATE

privileges.

Three fast trains daily from Kansas
City carry tourist sleepers and free
chair cars. Harvey meals.

City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Orants, Etc

Bonds

Surety
Of

reservaFor tickets,
tions, information and
copy of "San Joaquin
Valley" folder, apply

II.S.LUTZ,

All Kinds.
WM Room

Telephone 194
LAUGHLIN

SANTA FE

U

building,

-

NEW MEXICO

Scratch Pads o all descriptions aa
all qualities, 10 ponnda for 50 cent!
New Mexican office

At.,

SANTA FE.N.M.

cAN,TARy BAKERY.
am ADO GUTIERREZ, Proprietor.
1st
Bread, Rolls, all kinds of Cakes

Cakes a our
Specialty,
Pies Wedding Co.
Cahes.
handle
Kaune Grocery
Bread and Rolls.

PHONE 36, J. lOaOALISTEOST
.
Fresh Made Pretzel.
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SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

RANCH,

Satered as Secoad Class Matter at the Santa Fa Postofflce
Published Dally
Tho Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
Tka New Mexican Review
El Nnevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly

JT.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

IVX.

R. J. PALEN,

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Glddlngs
William F. Brogan
SUBSCRIPTION
illy, ptr ytin by mall
illy, U mtnths, ky mall

16.0 DaHy Per Ouartsr, ky mill
MJI Dally par quarter, by carrier

tl.OI

Weekly, per yaar

RATES

Weekly,

tlx menrhi

11.25
11.58

50

Vice-Preside-

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State.

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

Organized in 1870.

rime It the teet of a bank' endurance and atrength.
determlnee Ita adaptability to changing condition. Thla bank haa auccesafully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disaster for over
forty years. Ita management has regarded safety as of
the first importance In banking, . a tradition that still
rules its poilcy, but the bank Is not living on its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenGrowth

.;:

JT
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You've been out to Valley Ranch
Then boost It on.
Take advantage of each chance

Don't you lovo this sunny land?
Let's boost it on,
You have joined the booster's band;
Start boosting on.
Have you here gained heaps of wealth
In the form of perfect health?
Tell your friends to come and try.
That's boosting on.

Come and join the merry dance
And boost it on.
Or a tennis game perchance,
Just boost it on.
Here the horseback rides are fine
As we climb mid spruce and pine.
Tell your friends about the place.
That's boosting on.

"""

To boost it on.
Here, you know you'll find the best,
Here's a dandy place to rest;
Just bring out that friend of your's.
That's boosting on.

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exand Purchase
effected.
change Sale
Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
It la important for every buslneaa house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
t-day

traveled the state capital building, which is,
surviv at times, nn interesting place o'
amusement."
cd!!!
II REMARKS
Only during the legislative sessions,
A telegraph company A telegraph Charlie, and then, most of the time,
blank A type. it is a tiresome farce, .lust watching
office A telegraph
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,
vi riter
Xo operator No messenger! a certain lot of alleged
Sit down!
Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
legislators
When is a Telegram not a Telegram? being led around by the nose, isn't es- OUR
CENT
PER
Annum
Per
Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
Ua! Sherlock! Let not one destitute Those
successfully
answering thelpecially thrilling and grows monoton
above will be served with "light re-- j cub after a few weeks of it. If Santa
fanner escape!
freshments" mid given one chance at Fe were compelled to exist on what
the members of the legislature put inAin't it scandalous, fellers, the way the $100 prize.
to its treasury, indeed, only the "hole
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J this coal oil probe is spreading?
Old John D. can always look back of the doughnut' would be Its portion
the feed.
Malaquias was the busy boy in- - to the days when that coal oil fund
KEEP GOING.
l
Be sworn.
i pecting all the coal oil.
clped out three little, innocent, des
OUR PUBLIC BUILDING
is inTt is recognized that
children away out there, in far
The dispatch from Congressman Curry announcing that Santa
nothing can he
added in
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
The year 1910 will go down in his- c h, New Mexico.
Even the sordid, accomplished for the advancement ot
cluded in the Public liuilding bill, by means of an amendment
this
of
.
MANUFACTURER OF
the
oil
satisfaction
people
of
or
by
the
time
the
with
as
read
commercial
with
has
its
great
now,
any
great
very
been
community,
small,
tory
trust,
great
fciasping,
has
the senate,
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
1'i.mane and kindly side. The deacon out persistent and consistent effort.
uliike.
city.
Santa
111 now
I notice that James Norment has
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
pass the collection box. Be
The amendment was plated in the house bill, which did not include
sent out to the New Mexico press and
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
We humbly suggest that the com- as generous as you can, please.
Fe. by New Mexico's senior United Slates Senator, T. B. Catron.
state boosters a call for organized and
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
acknowmittee also find out if anyone thought
To the senator the people of his home city will extend grateful
concerted action toward putting our
Send for Price List and Full Infoimation.
in the appropria to inspect the gas.
ledgement if he Hiicceeds in having this item Incorporated
state to the front, and 'especially
mm
1o bring to
1 19
THE BYSTANDER
Don
Avenue.
tion bill on its final passage. It 13 an achievement to he proud of.
Qaspar
in view of the fact, that we have no
Them destitute farmers, fellers,
old Santa Fe this recognition which is so deserving.
SEES
state
IT
must
board
and
immigration
must account for every nickel. The
This is the oldest city in the United States, and the capital of the
rely on the New Mexico League of
taxpayers demand it!
youngest state in the Virion.
Commercial clubs, which was established at the meeting held in Santa
Back of it is a wonderful history filled with romance, with conquest,
WE ARE FORTUNATE,
Doubtless Seligman & Company can
with sentiment, and with those fascinating and gripping events which make
Tlle comllie to Santa Fe of Davi( Fe early this month.
state-- !
itemized
an
snow
committee
the
I feel
epochs so full of interest.
But aside from the state organizaBtapham is most fortunate.
n.ent of the furniture.
tnat we are m great good luck to tion every city needs a local boosters
The city is entitled to this consideration, and the New Mexican has
.
,
endeavored to do its part toward calling attention to our rights in this matThe
did not get a square ,lave tlle opportunity of hearing this club. The effects of such clubs havij
ter, when other cities outside the state have been duly recognized and have cieal. major
biugm, wiiu initios nmuii& um been shown again and again In every
has had the front.
Malaquias
Iteen getting large appropriations.
very best now before the public.
c'ly amid town where they have been
editions.
two
whole
for
If we show our appreciation of this organized. They bring to any com
We have urged this matter insistently and consistently, feeling that we fnge
are opportunity as i am sure we will, munity more of progress and thrift
should graduate out of the present, government quarters, devoted to the imMABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
The house has passed the county
and advertisement to the world out
portant department of mail service, into a building that was adequate and ilaries bill Cheerful news for the by a large atteudance. we are Promis-nMlHo
tvt
i
41,1..
ed still more in the future, as
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
AMERICAN PLAN
worthy of a city like Santa Fe.
I'eputy sheriffs and probate judges.
s
dica will he brought here another sea- or
the value of com
We still urge that the congress of the XTnited States should recognize
son. It is an encouraging sign when mercial clubs in aiding toward ad
our great necessities in this matter. If the members of the conference com
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
Taos, N. M., is becoming- - famous.
vancement.
There seems to be a
mittee could but see our present post office building, from both the exterior Malaquius lives at Taos, N. M. You Santa Fe can secure such attractions
to
as
these
which
as
rule
a
the
in
go
here
only
Santa Fe, to slack
tendency
and interior, or even see a photograph of it, the argument would be absolutely know Malaquias was the coal oil inlarger citieB and while we are enjoy- up in our efforts and even to fail in
convincing.
spector.
this
class
at
same
Interest in the chamber of coinmerce.
the
music,
ing
high
Most devoutly do the citizens of Santa Fe hope that Senator Catron will
the outside ara
time, those from
Don't lose this interest. As a city
be able to bring to his home city this much needed improvement to which
Even at that, Mr. Lutz is a much coming to our beloved city, and that
we cannot afford it. Other cities and
we are entitled from every point of view.
U tter looking subject than the depot is an additional advantage, as it gives
towns of New Mexico are redoubling
where the three destitute children us a larger acquaintance and will add
xneir ertorts, and even the isolated
tc our reputation.
got the tickets,
LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE
cut off from the railplaces like Taos,
.
comes
that
here
and
Everyone
eoesimart '. ani
Submission of questions to the people of a state is the right policy and
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T
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Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
io neighboring towns, has a
the one that must eventually become general. The question of regulation vention in
Mexico, but he is steadily cient city, and this is particularly true chamber of commerce, and
of the liquor traffic, like any other question that affects the rights and Intercanyou
in
on
border
an
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
the
of those who are in the public eye.
army
not tell me that Taos is not going to
ests of the people should be decided by popular vote and by free expres- essembling
case Wilson does.
Governor Marshall expressed him- benefit by it. It is an
sion.
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
of
hustle
age
"
?
self as being delighted with Santa Fe nd tpeed. It is easy to fall behind
If the citizens of a state want their constitution amended, they are
to
think'"
friend
And
old
iBn't
our
steam heat, electric lights. '
to
that
and
that
us
hurt
if
going
any.
you don't care, but if you want to
entitled to the right to say so, and it is the duty of a legislature to submit
Those distinguished guests from be anybody as an Individual
to the electorate any measure that, by petition, they request to have sub- .'adgett got in on that coal oil fund
or
com
a
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
end him printing the cowbrands in the abroad who came here on their way munity, you've got to get a move on.
mitted.
to San Diego were delighted with the
That is the correct policy and the fact that the privilege has been so I as Vegas one eye, too.
Do not let the chamber of commerca
town. That did not do any' harm, die.
often and so long withheld, has resulted In a demand for the initiative and
Let everybody do something, if
We trust that those "destitute farm either.
referendum, which will become, in the near future, a generally accepted
only a little. That will put it on its
and
out
Evans
his
who
Honey
twenty-fivBoy
ers"
big
,:!.
got
plunks
feet. We cannot afford to sit down
plan.
The legislature has before it the resolution submitting to the people the of that coal ol fund, did not spend all troupe of wlnstrels came and were and do nothing, or to be
careless of
well
so
that
said
pleased
they
they the city's progress.
question of an amendment of our constitution regulating the liquor traffic. the money in one place.
would sure be In Santa Fe another
It should be passed and the people of the state should decide what they want
uei together. All pull. Every citiNo Agnes, the craclj of those rifles season. That wasn't a knock by any zen
done.
who has any Interest in Santa F
The public business is the people's business, though too often It 'has not near the penitentiary in Mexico City means.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
add his mite of enthusiasm and finanNow
we
want
David
to
Bispham
a
at
could
be
called
so
new
and
take
considered by legislative bodies,
order must
been
the
midnight,
hardly
cial
aid.
come and to go away delighted,
to
farewell salute to Madero.
precedence hereafter.
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All boost for dear old Santa Fe.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
m
m
say good things of us, and then
"Let the people decide," is the slogan of the new movement.
his
and
Ail
Roney
these
Boys.
things
Mr. Vail wires that he will send full
Let them have the management of their own affairs.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
It's an advertisement and the STOVE
u
PIPE CUTS
particulars concerning that telegram. help,
more high class entertainments and
Once again, we arise for the purpose
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
OFF NANS EARS
THOSE WILSON GIRLS
prominent people we can get to comej
of enquiring, What telegram?
Central Location.
the better we will be known. But we
We oegiu to fear that the daughters of the next president of the United
fcave got to do
ourselves.
States are not going to be very popular in high sasslety in Washington when
something
Monessen. Penn.. F.lv OS rrn,. i.f
The senate has a state wide proTHOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
Large Sample Rooms.
We are in a critical stage All Other hA mnut
Papa Wilson moves into the white house.
nol,llo .nnlnnt- hibition amendment to the constituMexico
cities
You know, high sasslety is largely marked by its possession of mere dot
are
boosting. Wo corded in this vicinty occured here
tion before it. But that's nothing to iew
have got to do something more than
lurs and more idle time than most people have. Its standards are different the record the senate has behind
it.
early this morning when the ears ot
to
from those of the mas3 of the people, one of the cardinal points being to
just have an "Open Gate."
V. A. Burchand, a
prominent churchHE IS SO FUNNY.
hold one's self aloof from the struggles and the sorrows, yea, even the
man of this place were cut off when
We trust that the house committee
Charlie Downs, a member of the a
pleasures and the joys of the multitude. One must live always on the heights rnraed to probe the coal oil inspection
big stove pipe fell over his head.
house of representatives and editor
where the dollar mark is the prime banneret and where rare vintage wines
Burchard, who was
are the only beverage; where the loader of the next cotillion is a person ot job, is keeping a list of witnesses. We and owner of the Alamogordo News- - days' vacation, decided enjoying a few
that he would
sre doing all we can to subpoena 'em. Advertiser, grows
greatest importance and h decision about the tint of one's gown is more
humorously sarcas- rearrange a big stove
The plp
pipe.
over
tic
Fe.
than
a national crisis.
Santa
weighty
is a heavy one with a Ciameter much
No one ever realized there was so
Of course, Alamogordo.
Therefore, we fear those Wilson girls won't do. It was perfectly scan.
with
its
larger than the ordinary pipe.
daloiis for them to go to the immigration docks at New York and coo over much coal oil until the major got swan pond and switch-back- ,
has atIS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?
Burchard had fixed the pipe and
No wonder the tractions
the babies of some very common people. It was quite shocking to hear busy investigating.
beyond most other towns, stooped down to
bea
valve
to
Oil
could
afford
Standard
be
Trust
change
and then besides all this, it has rore
that they had tears in their eyes when they saw some little pathetic mother
making the connection with the
Charlie Downs.
doomed to go back to Europe and thus remain separated from her hard- frosecuted.
stove. In some manner the
It!- heavy
Act
But I am not slamming at Alamo- pipe became detached from
working husband who had sent for her.
fine
It
the
one
makes
of
his
proud
country
If those Wilson girls want to make good in Washington, they must begin
because one of its citizens, and fell down over
gordo
just
Burchard's head,
to take more interest in dances than in babies; they must worry more about to think that, despite the greed and who did not show any disinclination
MOULTON-ESP- E
taking his ears
with it, as cleanCOMPANY
perfumes and powders than the privations of mere common people; they the avarice of our days, three destitute to be sent to Santa Fe last year for ly as though thealong
done
must
their hearts and atrophy their feelings; they must learn children via H. S. Lutz, agent, got in a three months' stay at $5 per day, with a knife. , work... had been
:
i
that high sasslety consists of the chosen few and that the plain people do on the oil fund.
and who has answered roll call pretty
SANTA FE, N. M
QENERAL AQENTS.
Burchard was released from his
not count for much in this best of all possible worlds.
steadily this winter, does not seem predicament and later his - wounds
It's a large order and we doubt whether those Wilson girls with their
President Wilson Is a brave and an to like the old capital city.
were dressed. Both ears were rewarm human sympathies, their splendid womanly democracy, are going to intrepid public official. He will be in
I realize the tact that Alamogordo placed in their original position, but
succeed.
augurated on March 4 and he already is a nice little town, quiet and rest- it is doubtful if the
.
experiment will
.
0
has announced a special session of ful, where no one is expected to
,.
buy be a success.
It looks as if the oil strike here in Santa Fe will be bigger than the one congress for April S.
tickets to anything, as there is not
A WONDERFUL INSURANCE CONTRACT!
near Farmington as noted a short time since, and the Investors Include some
anything to buy tickets for. The pret
TEN nnllADC ANNUA! DBtMHIM Buysa iFiAito sccioeHT
8uch prominent citizens, too. OU always did seem to pay well and has
The list of witnesses in that oil ty park with the pond and the swans AN OFFICIAL
couemAJiiOH policy
been one of the most popular products possessed by our country, but seldom inquiry proves such a formidable one 1" not surrounded by "barber shops,
Read what is offered : .
FLY SWATTER
has it brought bo large returns ns in the Santa Fe oil strike just made, it that we opine the governor may be Historical societies, museums, Baloons
for death fiom ordl
'
CI 9CA HA Paid accident
has created a state-wid$ 250 00 Pttl ,or 5e" 'rom
interest, and though too late to get in on it, all forced to call a special session. But drug Btores and cab stands," for reas- nBry
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tot accidental loss
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New
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the people In New Mexico will be watching the development.
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York,
25.
t
Dr. Jean Dawf 9UU.UU of one
it's worth it. Think of them destitute ens obvious to any one who gets off
,UUU.UU or loss of sight
hand, one eye
son, a woman teacher in the normal
When the drill was firsi put down, few looked for such a flow as re- C.unieis:
death..
,or
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T'om tne train at Alamogordo
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accidental
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awful?
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hand,
ut
and
the deeper the drill goes, the more oil there seems to be.
sulted,
,wy.vv
Icoks around, and gets on the train training school of Cleveland, is reT
eye by travel aeefdent.
gut travel oy aeeraunt
o
commended as an official fly swattef
a11
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da-aga!n
Possible
total
C nn Weekly Indemnity for
'
indemnity for 'tdta'
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nn
vou
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read
celerity.
edition
of
the
latest
to
the board of estimate.
Well, the legislative session is drawing to a close, and we will soon know
$' "WW ability occidental Injuries
pv.vv disability Irom travel acoideat
i uo noi wonder tnat anyone com- - The
w eetcly Indemnity. No Medical Examination Required.
For partial disability
what they have done and not done. The Tripp bill, soaklne the traveling the popular novel entitled "The His- ing from Alamogordo is
appointment is urged by Dr
that
o
surprised
Oil
in
Coal
New
or
Mexico"
William H.
auditor, was reported favorably to the house yesterday. That is a measura tory
superintendent ol GENERAL AGENTS
HALL & HALL
more generally known as tickets are offered for charity balls, public bathsHale,
that will stand some discussion and enlightenment. We have already called perhaps
in Brooklyn.
fcr
to
Doctor
the
so' When
historical
membership
We Were
Destitute ToHale
attention to this measure, and the people will want to know more about it.
says
Doctor
Dawson has rid
ciety or to any other kind of organigether?"
It is hoped that it will be freely and fully discussed in the house.
zation that is educational in Its pur- Cleveland of flies, which now is
known
as
the "fiyless city " or that has for its object the
Coal oil Is a lacteal fluid, controlled pose,
At last it has developed why Charles Spless has been so long in Santa Fe.
icuer
of
hj ine board mails- - "T
the
study
remarkable history which
Pet best results work wust be
which is ever since the legislature met. On Thursday last he addressed the ly an outfit known as the Standard nas made this
and
nOODY'S
state,
begun
given
OPEN DAY AND NIOHT.
Santa Fe Woman's Club, expounding the law touching communal interests Oil Trust and dangerous when used chance for the location of Alamnimr. ?. .re SDrme so that the comoara- v moUler Ales who
of man and wife. It has not yet been determined why Charles Springer is in starting the kitchen .fire or for the do. I am not surprised that anvone
y
From
survive
La Salle Restaurant
be kiUed before
here. That is still a mystery.
purposes of investigation not con- from that town is dazed at
eggs. As
. BARRANCA TO TAOS
'ay'ns
0- ducted along strictly scientific lines. shown a ticket to a basket ball being ' ?'y
Daws011 has demonstrated an
'
game 1SBS
CHAS. O ANN, Prop.
- The murder of Madero which was in no way unexpected will reveal
Meets Both North South
ency for the sreat work which is
which, beyond doubt. Is - something
;
'
It used to cost something for even a! new, but I am
another phase in the conditions in Mexico, which has been kaleidoscopic
.
II.
wkh
the
Bounds Trains,
Telepboae
elimination of
surprised that anyone c!llparab,e
.f
during the last few months. It looks as if Uncle Sam would be forced to doa coal oil inspector to get his picture coming from the HtUo town with the yeIlow fever from the Panama canal Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store. ' Leaves Barranca on the arrival . ot
1
his war helmet.
f n the front page of the New Mexican. swan pond and the
"
s,,egest that she be hired by
switchback, should ine'
the north bound train and arrives at
n
.
Regular Means, 25 cents.
f ut them times have changed, fellers.
' "
or Biomacn wouDle from
"
1
(i
'
It looks, from the present angle as if President Wilson will have some- Valaquias has landed three times in poorujoireiJBHi
"JT V
TaM at 7 p. m ' ;
.;
26c
Tnn
60c.
Rooms
and
board Intends to let Comptrol- for Rent,
J
fare!
' Ten miles 'shorter than any other
thing besides congress on his hands when he takes up the reins. Present two days and it never cost him a cent.
were you ever compelled to take a j
Hours.
Orders
wrestle
Alt
with
t
the
iy
Short
sua
"enaergast
conditions seem to spell war.
meat at Alamogordo? I don't ask if gestion.
Good covered hacks and good
way
BOARD BY Ttt WEEX $5.00 ! teams.
Just think what the business show- you ever took more than one, because
r S5.00 round trip. Teams
Coal oil has always been a dangerous element when not carefully and ing for the local office of the Santa t know, if there was no
Wort for the New' WesicanV It Is French Noodle Order. IO a disk'-- '
furnished' Commercial men to take In
train
between
properly handled, anyway. It has even been known to explode and burn Fe railway might have been had Jhe meal .times, you walked out
the m)unwuillmr;JUtr9mkuic
working for, you,, for. Santa Fe and
V '
thnsA who did not know lust how In mfltitmilata f
Charlie Downs says, "Santa Fe has the new state.
supply of destitute children and arm
ww v www wwl station.
t rs held out, had the band
n ore and the coal oil fund
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washing.

118 Sun Francisco
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St.

FOR itTNT Furnished rooms tor
Airs. F. W. Dud.
I'ght housekeeping.
ley 20! Jefferson.
FOR RENT A three or six room
house furnished or unfurnished. Apply to I). S. Lowltzki.
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GIRLS! GIRLS! SURELY

For Constipation
Small Dose on Retiring and Yoj
Are Well and Happy by
Morning.
It is only naurul that the simplest
ot aliments should be the most general, and so we have a whole nation
suffering, from constipation and indigestion, for they are closely allied.
Lut common as constipation is many
ptople do not seem to know they have
it. They will conplain of headache,
drowsiness or biliousness, all unconscious of the cause of the trouble.
You should have a full and free
r.iovement at least once a day. If you
and
1'Oss a day you are constipated,
the result will be that you will catch
u cold easily or have a more serious
i' Union t. To cure the constipation and
forestall still graver trouble take a
dose of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
at night before retiring and by morning relief will come, without disturbance from the sleep or any inconvenience.
Legions of people use it regularly In
Fiich emergencies, some of them form
ci'y chronic invalids who have suf-fered from constipation all their lives.
Mr. A. B. Danner, 326 Riley St.,
Pa., says: "Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin gave me almost instant
rtlief from stomach and bowel trou-Lie- .
I now eat anything I want and
Many others will tell
sleep well."
ycu that they have tried most things
but
recommended for this purpose
hi'.ve found Syrup Pepsin the only one
always reliable. A bottle can.be obtained at any drug store for fifty cents

Mr. Twitcholl for a long time con-- i
tlon have in any department of life
nected with the legal department of
Pv.coniplished commendable results.
TRY
We have In the Sunshine State the Santa Fe system, began historical
His
history
cany men of this class. Among them work many years ago.
time and space now will permit theii'iid articles relating to this state arei
BEAUTY OF YOUR
mention of only three. They are our hiahlv creditable both to the author
to
much
done
have
md
properly
place;
ristorians, I. Bradford Prince, Ralph
K Twitchell and Benjamin M. Read, New Mexico before the world, even!
all men of achievements and entitled outside our national boundaries.
to the appreciation of the people.
a thorough
Mr. Rend,
Spanish1.....
aZ5-Cen- t
Bottle ot
All You Need
1,111 hiRtorinai work.
o
the first instance, to give the Latin
Gets Lustrous, Fluffy and Abundant At Once,
end governor did much for the terrl-jitory. As an advocate at all times and race a more perfect knowledge of thisand so his li isin all places, of New Mexico, ho at-- part of
Yes! Certain? that's scraggy, faded, dry, brittle or thin.
Immediate?
t. acted the attention of the country tcry was published in the Spanish Ian- It. Your hair becomes light, Besides beautifying the hair, I landerthe
of
joy
an
English
rt large to the splendid resources ofiguage, following that with
and appears as ine dissolves every particle of dandedition. New Mexico, really the off- wavy, fluffy, abundant
'
this, his adopted state. Ho early
soft, lustrous and beautiful as a young ruff; cleanses, purities and Invigorates
attract
should
old
of
his
as
Spain,
a
historian
field
and
the
Fpring
and
forever
the
cleanse,
hair
a
Danderino
stopping
itching
scalp,
after
girl's
writings about New Mexico are at- the attention of the Spanish speaking Just try this moisten a cloth with a .falling hair, but what will please you
tractive and obtained a wide
Hople throughout the world I.;is little Dnnderine and carefully draw it most will be after a few weeks' use
egas Democrat.
through your hair, taking one small of Dunderine, when you will actually!
strand at a time. This will cleanse the see new hair fine and downy at first
yes but really new hair growing all
hair of dust, dirt or excessive oil and
you have dou- lover the scalp. If you care for pretty,
MEXICO'S TROUBLES WITH HERSELF AND OUR in just a few moments
soft hair, and lots of it ; Biirely get a
bled the beauty of your hair.
rW f nil 'a lllinilnl".
A delightful surprise awaits, partic OS .nf ImHIa tt
TROUBLES WITH MEXICO HAUE ONLY JUST
or toilet counstore
Ine
from
been
have
who
those
careless,
any drug
ularly
whose hair has been neglected or is ter and just try it.
BEGUN. SAYS MARY BOYLE O'REILLY.

DArtwER

'

'

or one dollar, the latter size being
bought by families already familiar
v iih its merits.
Syrup Pepsin is mild, pleasant-tastinMothers give it
and
io tiny infants, and yet It is effective
lii grownups.
It is for everyone who
buffers from any form of stomach,
liver or bowel trouble, constipation,
dyspepsia, biliousness, etc. Its action
will so delight you that you will forever avoid harsh cathartics, purgatives, pills and salts.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would
like to make a personal trial of it before buying it in the regular way of a
druggist, send your address a postal
will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 417
M ashington St., Montlcello, 111., and a
free sample bottle will be mailed you.

Want to sell or trade your property?

r.eal Estnte Exchange,

X.

Moriarty.

m.

FOR SALE Second hand buggy,
used only a short time, rubber tires.
automoble seat. Cost $125, will taU"
$00. Call 223 Hickox street.

W

-

Solthwest

Ask for our free big list.

FOR

$l..--

0

nig Four

per acre the

"u(J" (ias Tractor win plow your land.
Any form of traction work solicited.
Virgil H. Campbell, Monntainalr, New

"The time has come when the peo-- , Mexico.
of a column of 00,000 American so!- diers. followed by a southern column pie must bo trusted with their own.
And it Is my opinion that this fight ..SALESMAN to sell new education
of 60,000 landing at Vera Cruz.
According to the present inilltarv jof the people for their rights has only specialty to school boards. Exclusive
Liberal
formula these 120.000 troops would oe just begun. Envious capitalists are territory. No competition.
reinforced by an immediate invasion not going to let its have the fruits of proposition. Union School Furnishing
icl 200,000 more for an occupation of lour own country without the shedding Company, 1034 W, Van Buren St., Chi- BY MARY BOYLE O'REILLY.
America had best cago, 111.
at least five years. For our war ex of much blood.
(Copyrighted 1913, by the Newspaper Enterprise Association).
nerts acree that it would take that train her eye to see .Mexican war .
the Mexican border, together with iong to quell the revolutionary blood fare."
TYPEWRITERS
Chihuahua City, Mex., Feb. 25.
Felix Martinez, the richest man in
ruin of American property.
0f the Mexicans.
They so hate the
For davs and davs I have been
and repaired. New
cleanedj
adJu8te,
El Paso and a man cognizant of ol'.,platens flirnsned.
Such Invasion will certainly unite "gringos" interfering Americans.
Ribbons and sup- Ing through the sands and sagebrusli
;
mo
ana
me
ioMexican
"Of course we will fight and will
of Mexico. I have been talking to fed the Mexican reoeis
auairs, torn
plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
n
the present and rented. Standard makes handled.
eral troops; I have been talking to federals In one coalesced patriot armyilM.p on fighting until we have gained day that he had forsei
rebel troops; I have been talking tonfchting fiercely ror tneir laineriana. hat we want real liberty and the revolution for a long time and pre- All repair work and typewriters guaracross advantages of modern civilization."
dicted the end of his regime to
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exgringoes and I have been talking to. For the word is blazoned
This is what Rebel Chief Salazar
American officers and American peo the southern sky that Mexico is lor
change, Phone 231 W.
" 'I am sorry to see the spread of
said to me as I interviewed him at the
ple who line the border that separates the Mexicans."
scores of; head of his band somewhere in the socialistic illusions among the peons,
I have just interviewed
the land of peace from the land of
was what Madero said to me," de Rooms, Houses & Ranches
blood.
the military wardens of our borders. dusty interior of Mexico.
our
clared
ev
without
Martinez, "when I told him
and
as
doubt,
rebels
have
one
"We
discovered
And I have
They agree that,
nothing
thing,
What Have You to Rent ?
The unless he lived up to some of his
armed intervention will absolutely re- erything to gain by fighting.
il seems to me, practically certain
It with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
List
be
he
would
overthrown.
to
of
piomlses
the troubles in Mexico, and our troub sult in the ultimate annexation
peons are enslaved and they want
"In reality this is a war,' said Mar- 1', Laughlin BIock.
be free. They are not as they were
les with Mexico have only just begun1 Mexico by the United States.
Rooms and houses furnished or unThey are begin tinez, "against the Maderists and Wall
The military dictatorship established
But, they say, to bring about this a generation ago.
vise the planting, growing and marstreet a war against capitalistic fac furnished. A select list always on
IS NOW IN MEXICO TO WRITE
V1ARY BOYLE O'REILLY, SPECIAL WRITER FOR THE NEW MEXICAN
h;ind.
tlon.
keting of the crop.
Considerable interest was taken in OF THE TREMENDOUS SITUATION IN OUR SISTER REPUBLIC.
"Under Madero American
capital Saves You Time and
Money.
the meeting and it is generally exsecured enormous concessions. This
policy was not the policy of the Mexpected that much Interest will attend
ican nation. It was the policy of a
the growing of the melons during the
So why shouldn't the peon know h
few at the top Madero and his cabi- is shouting rightly when he shouts
stason. The planting will be done
net. The result was the present re- "Mexico for the Mexicans?"
from April 15th to 20th. Roswell
volt by the masses against Wall
fiecord.
And who will say this war is not
street government. The execution of only just begun with a military dictaCAPTAIN HIGGINS, STAFF ARTIST,
Gustavo Mudero was a blow at such torship established and with AmeriWILL MAKE WAR SKETCHES.
CHILD INJURED.
financial and political intriguing by can troops hanging in an armed circ.e
Last Sunday afternoon, little
the Madero faction.
Gustavo was about the country where Wall street
With Miss O'Reilly, who is the
Hale, youngest daughter of Dr.
heavily involved in business intrig-- , has showered its gold?
the
John
of
O'Reilly,
Boyle
daughter
in
was
H.
and Mrs. C.
playing
Hale,
ues with both Americans and the Japgreat Irish revolutionist.
the yard with several children who
V
enese. The Mexican people are natuWork for ih New Mexican. It Is
had gathered for the evening, she
rally the friends of vhe Americans, working for you, for Santa Fe and
ran into the side of the house and ran
but they do not propose to give over the new gtflt.
into her
o. stick she was carrying,
their birthright to a few American
.
riouth, making a very painful injury.
whom even the Americans KEEP THE CHILDREN'S
capitalists
Dr. Lancaster, of Plain, was called and
.
themselves do not like.
BOWELS CLEAN NOW,
pronounced the wound not serious
"I look upon the younger Diaz as
Dr.
Hale
arose.
a
complications
the next president in Mexico. He is
If Tongue is Coated, Stomach Sour,
was away from home attending court,
most democratic man and has no idea
Breath Feverish, Bowels Clogged
and knew nothing about Gertrude's
His
Sot establishing a dictatorship.
Give "Syrup of Figs."
to
burt until word was carried to Clovis.
be
would
were
he
elected,
plan,
Children dearly love to take dell-- i
the
condition
of
the
Grady Record.
country
improve
clous "Syrup of Figs" and nothing
gradually.
else cleanses and regulates their ten- so
must
"ft
far
hp rpnlizpd that
THEY, BEAT THEM AT LAKEWOOD
dor mtle stomachs, liver and 30 feet ot
A Wichita Fails, Texas, man is
giving away their resources to capi-- :
talists Mexico has come to the part bowels so promptly and thoroughly,
l.oasting about raising 10,000 pounds
Children get bilious and constipated
Houston
to
ing of the ways. And we believe that
of onions
the acre, and the
like grown-ups- .
Then they get
just
President-elec- t
be
will
Wilson
big
Chronicle is using It to boost the prothe tongue Is coated, stomach
sick,
free
and
wise
enough
enough
enough,
ductiveness of Texas soil.
tc see the justice in this and will sour, breath bad; they don't eat or
Well, we will, admit that 16,000
handle
the difficulty successfully rest well; they become feverish, crosP,
lounds is pretty good for Texas, but
is needed to deal with this sit- Irritable and don't want to play. LisWhat
it loks mighty little when compared
uation is the Wilson brand of open ten Mothers for your child's sake
In thfi r.ft.Oflft to 70.000 nounds of the
don't force the little one to swallow
diplomacy,"
finest onions on earth raised near
William E. Johnson, a millionaire nauseating castor oil, violent calomel
T.
Lakewood. W.
Cook, here raised by
American rancher living on the bor or harsh irritants like Cathartic pills.
actual weight and measurement
uer, told me that "intervention will Teaspoonful of Syrup of Figs will have
pounds of the famous Lakewood
be regrettable, but will probably be your child smiling and happy again in
a few hours. Syrup of Figs will gent(Denia) onions to the acre last year,
MARY BOYLE O'REILLY.
CAPT. E. R. HIGGINS.
irevitable,"
and sold them at from one to three
The Mexican peon is a sheep. We ly clean, sweeten and regulate the
the over- annexation will mean the bloodiest ning to think for themselves and they fought our Indians and killed them stomach, make the liver active and
dollars per hundred more than any under Huerta, following
all the
ether variety of onions brought on throw of Madero, does not seem des- five years in history since the civil! know that they have a right to
The Mexicans have absorbed theirs move on and out of the bow-eltined to last, nor does it seem at all
the market. Lakewood Progress.
jmand education for their children and and the peon is the result
a
constipated matter, the sour bile, the
waste and poisons,
likely that a successor will hold the
Our army, they tell me, will have independent opportunities for them
emotional child, who realizes foul, clogged-uplace without battle, murder and sud- to fight the Mexicans in three different selves.
A DESERVED TRIBUTE.
foreign cupidity and hotly resents the without causing cramps or griping.
With Syrup of Figs you are not
ways. They will have to meet them as
They helped Madero fight his fight exploitation of his country.
Every state should give due honor! den death.
to
as
to its worthy public men, cheerfully
This peon is not so stupid though drugging or injuring your children. BeAnd in this great strife which, it is civilized enemies,
originally because he promised
enemies divide the land fairly and to control not to realize what he calls "our dol ing composed entirely of luscious figs,
giving credit where credit is due.
generally held everywhere in this sec enemies and as
The policy of
depreciating the tion, must come and come soon, Am- For the full Mexican army will be great land grabbers. But, once elec lar diplomacy." He knows the Gug- senna and aromatics it cannot be
Full directions for children
achievements of men of attainments, ericans in Mexico are, of course, inev- composed of aristocrats, peons and ted, he went back on his word and(genheims have $10,000,000 worth of harmful.
Indians.
named 40 of his own relatives to po mines here. He knows the Southern of all ages and for grown tips plainly
character and high qualifications, itably likely to suffer.
Pacific railway owns the great oil printed on the package.
perThat intervention by America is a liticaX offices.
In such a case will our soldiers,
g; owing out of partisan
Ask your druggist for the fuii name
And he knows
"Down here we charge the eight fields at Tampico.
sonal jealousy, or other like motives. who are now completely surrounding likely thing is shown by the fact that
"Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna"
should find no place in the state of our sister republic by land and by sea, every military post has just received Madero brothers grafted millions in these are all strong for intervention
Mexican survey maps and the word war claims and established corrupt these as well as such men as Sena prepared by the California Fig Syrup
.
New Mexico.
intervene?
Armed intervention by us will mean has gone out that the first move to relations with giant foreign corpora tor Fall and William Randolph Hearst Co. This is the delicious tasting genIt should be a pleasure to recognize
Refuse anything
the qualities and achievements of just one thing widespread massacre be made, in case a move is made. Hons. Mexico was run by the aris- - the great ranch owners of the coun- - uine old reliable.
else offered.
Americans both in Mexico and on will be the entering from the nortn tocrats and foreign capitalists.
tty'
those who by industry and applica-Io- t
g

WRITING
FAMOUS DAUGHTER OF FAMOUS IRISH REVOLUTIONIST,
ESPECIALLY FOR THE NEW MEXICAN, DESCRIBES TODAY'S SIT
REVOLUTION AND
AND
UATION IN THE LAND OF BLOOD
THAT ALL REBEL AND FEDERAL PATRIOTISM CRIES OUT
"MEXICO FOR THE MEXICANS "
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PLENTY OF WATER.
Water will be turned into the canal
the middle of next week for the spring
Avalon dam, the distributirrigation.
ing reservoir, has been full to overflowing all winter, spilling from the
west spillway, while McMillan, the
storage reservoir, has 45,000 acre feet
of water stored at the present time.
ltd capacity is 70 000 acre free, so it
v 111 be seen that with the present supply ample water for the coming year
is assured. Carlsbad Argus.
A BIG RED HAT.

'

Claud
Who would have thought
Jlowlin was so tender hearted? He
hired a team and buggy Thursday to
drive to Talban and from the gait he
traveled, we know he is tender hearted and did not wish to hurt the
horses. Yes, he finally arrived in Ta-tn, just about five hours on the road.
On his return, it seems he forgot to
unload his belongings from the buggy
as a big,' red hat was left which led
some to believe that he had gone
traveling for some millinery firm.
For full particulars, ask Claud. Fort
Sumner Review.
I

A RAILROAD, SURE.

It has been stated that track laying
will begin on the
Clovis-Galvesto-

ne on March 1st.
The fact that Clovis will be the
division and terminus of this line
which will give the Santa Fe a new
pnd direct road from Galveston to the
Pacific coast adds additional interest
in the matter here.
Material by the train load Is being
resembled here In preparation for the
construction work which will likewise
.be in progress from the Lubbock end.
Clovis News.
I
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CANTALOUPE" GALORE.
At a meeting of a number of can
taloupe growers of the Pecos valley
at, the commercial club rooms with J.
L: Slattery, representing the John
Nix company commission firm of Chicago, arrangements were made for
; the planting of about 50 acres of can-- "
taloupes around Roswell during the
ensuing season. About 200 acres each
will be put out on the Berrendo and
South Springs projects and the
malnder on other farms adjoining the
city. The Chicago firm will super
,
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ELK'S THEATRE,

MATH.
STAfcinKINDLING
PAD
DEN
DIRECTION

28
j Friday Evening, February
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

Notre Dame of Deputy SuperintendOFFICIAL NEWSJ ent
of Public
Instruction Filadelfo

-

li r at a era waa fn
nr
rr llic
yJix
OlMgjO ito
ll VU1U"
pany of Otis Skinner. Later she supported Helen Ware and was specially
engaged by the late Henry B. Harris Line
of D. M. 6. EMB. FLOSS In
for the part of "Annie Jeitrles" in the
The body contains phosphorus sufficient to make 483,000 matches. Phos- colors.
Also full line of PRINCESS
"Third Degree." In "Kindling" Miss
is one of fourteen elements composing the body divided among
Ehorus
Padden is said to have the best role ;and ROYAL
flesh, nervous system and other organs. The perfect health of body
SOCIETY FLOSS In
and the best supporting company in colors for use In working the new
requires a perfect balance of the elements. These elements come from the
food we eat the stomach extracts and distributes them.
ner career.- it is a I mien f lay com-- i line of LIBRARY SCARFS,
But if stomach Is deranged the balance of health is destroyed and the
is
in
a
which
itself
CENTRE PIECES, STAMPED BAGS,
pany attraction,
blood does not carry the proper elements to the different organs, and there
etc., which are the late designs Just
jtulcient guarantee of excellence.
blood
trouble nerve trouble heart trouble. Pain is the hungry cry of
is
The quality of our Ice Cream is not received.
starved organs. Put the liver, stomach and organs of digestion and nutri-tio- n
a condition of health. That Is just what is done by
into
in
Made
the city.
equalled by any
the Thomas Ranch, In a sanitary
DR PIERCE'S
dairy by an expert ice crea
maker. Try it and be convinced.
SOUTHEASTCORNER PLAZA.
Fischer Drug Co.
which has been so favorably known for over 40 years. It is now put up in
The Two Runaways
at the Elks
tablet form, as well as liquid, and can be obtained of medicine dealers
I
theater tonight.
12,243
6,124
September . . . 6,119
everywhere or by mail by sending 50 cents in lc stamps for trial
No Quality too High for a place in December
R.V. Pierce, M. D., Buffalo, N.Y.
.
6,543
6,543
ur store. We pay particular attention
to the selection of our stock and sel
TEE COMMON SENSE MEDICAL ADVISER
25,273
6,124
cct the highest possible quality In
is a book of 1008 pages handsomely bound In cloth-tr- eat
Grand
total
31,397
of
.i..
Physiology Hygiene, Anatomy, Medicine and Is a complete
c very instance.
To buoy our goods is
Home Physician-Se- nd
Fees
31, lc stamps to R.VJierce,BuffalolN.Y.
car,
Total
$25.00.
$5.00
per
to guarantee quality.
Zook's Pharr ncy.
FOURTH DISTRICT.
The Heiress at the Elks'. It's a;
ARGUMENTS BEGIN.
Federation of Labor, under sentence
S.
T.
Hubbell,
Deputy Inspector, Aljuugh from start to finish.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 25. Argu- - fci contempt in connection with the
We are now prepared to serve the buquerque, New Mexico.
tnents on the appeal of Samuel f;uck's stove and range case, were
No. of Gallons.
most delicious Ice Cream and Sodas.
John Mitchell and Frank tun here today and will continue
Coal Gasoline Miners
'
Is
our
about
fountain
Everything
officials of the American through tomorrow.
Morrison,
Oil
Oil
Total
sweet and clean and our service the
.28,898
28,898
January
best. Hot or cold drinks on tap. Wei
8,175
8,175
do not serve liquors. Fischer
Drug March
.22.718
!

LOCAL ITEMS.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1913.

FIOOfOllfQ
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111

JUST RECEIVED!!

Baca, who appeared somewhat anxious
Nearly all of the officials at the eapi lfcr the safety of his friend,
tol today showed profound interest in
WATER APPLICATION
THE WEATHER.
the Mexican situation and asked anx-, ,, ,
1
reu. i.. rui
lor
otuua
uppncauon
!
scat-re,
""""""s
about
iously
alarming reports
in me state engineers or- .ew .Mexico: khiii hi houiu pur- tered around last night. The possi- tion; snow in north portion to- bilityof intervention on tile part of the "ce:
night and Wednesday.
1'nited States, of course, caused a; Xa 74S- iIlIls Kaneh Resort com-- j
fteling of excitement in certain clr ,jany' at Springer; 40 second feet from X
IN TtLEPHONING
cies. While none of the officials made. tl,e Cimarron river in Colfax county)
The New Mexican, If your business
hlatements for publication, some up- - tc irriSate 3,Qf0 acres by storage.
U about advertising, subscriptions o."
to favor
AGAIN A CITIZEN.
intervention
peared
and'
w
call up 31 W." If
othurs seemed to dread it.
Having served his term In the peni-M- unit iu ah
a
wr '"U a a?" lu
An Interesting .feature of the dislu
tentiary Miguel Hernandez, of Santa
cussion was the discovery that the Fe county, has been pardoned by Gov-- j any news' plea-- e pnone J1 J
governor of Chihuahua province. Hon. ernor McDonald and restored to all
DMlara wm maKC
A. Gonzales,
was a class mate at rights of citizenship.
'our aDSlracl
right.
" Nothing but the finest fruits and
fruit juices Is used in our soda water.
Service unequalled.
Fischer Drug Co.
Tonight at the Elks' theatre the
world's series baseball pictures.
Your last suit wasn't just right. Try
one of ours. The W. H Goebel Co.,
'Catron Block.
If it isn't an Eastman It Isn't a
We have them from one dollar
up. Zook s Pharmacy.
A popular
hostess serves you the
newest salads. The Modern Grocery
can supply you. See the new ad.
Try our Egg Malted Milk at our Co.
10,989 6,078 39,785
fountain.
Only strictly fresh eggs
150
7,908
8,058
New State Lumber Company The Apnl
used. A whole meal in one drink.
"
buildings to be occupied by the New!
Fischer Drug Co.
59,524 19,314 6,078
MANURE WANTED Phone No. 22 State Lumber company, south of thej Grand total .
84,916
and men and wagon will haul away depot, are nearing completion, and!
Mr. H. L. Slitzer, the president of the!
$3,000 per year. Amount paid
Salary
and clean your barnyard free
of
:').
company, stated this morning that thei ."OO.
charge.
to
Nestor
From 19 to 44 degrees was the plant would be thrown open to the' ceed T- s- Montoya, Appointed
.
Hubbell.
within
a week or ten days.
range of temperature in Santa Fe yes
6,911
12,450
There will be several departments, August .. 5,539
terday. The average relative humid and mission
Sent
7.823
8,120
15,943
cabinet
work.
furniture,
was
tu per cent. There was a
ny
432
162
8124
8,708
trace of snow. At 6 a. m. the tem land high grade lumber will be one 0fi0ctober
the specialties. Another department November 7,814 14,44
22,256
perature was 35 degrees.
155 : 453 16,285
will be devoted to the manufacture of December 15,677
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent. window and door
"'
sashes, and other
The finest rooms in the city, having
'885
incidentals to a complete building out44,977 29,780
electric light, steam heat and baths. fit. The
...
Grand
of the openannouncement
total
.75,642
The European Hotel, centrally loWhen you are ready to do your Spring Painting-- insist on CARing will be made In an ad, in a few
Salary $1,200 per year. Amount paid
cated.
State
HeadquarProgressive
TER WHITE LEAD and Pure Linseed Oil.
500.00.
days.
Buy it from us
ters in the hotel.
and letyour painter put t on. We guarantee it to
Don't fail to see that Pathe special
FIFTH DISTRICT.
you. Ifyou want Re
world's series baseball picture at the OIL GUSHING FORTH STILL
Paini, then
M.
MORE
M.
IN
COPIOUSLY
1911
Padgett, Deputy Inspector,
Kilts' tonight.
SAYS OFFICIAL REPORT. Las Vegas, New Mexico.
SEWALLS
You will never taste better orange
6.090
6,090
January
or lemon soda than that served at our
"(Continued from page one).
8,940
February 8,940
fountain. Quality comes first with us
March . .
6,504
6,504
Fischer Drug Co.
May
6,482
April . . . . 6,482
A good salad makes you feel
just June
. 6,116
4,064
6,537
4,023
12,653
8,087 May
r:ght. Call on Frank Keefe and the
6,099
10,176 16,275 June . . . . 6,190
6,190
July
Modern Grocery. They have it.
6,511
August
6,503
10,739 17,242 July ... 6,259
12,770
See Billard of the Santa Fe Title
10,066 10,066 August .
September
Abstract Co. for abs:ract work.
October-6,077
6,560
6,118
12,195
6,555 13,115 Sept. . .
. 6,102'
November
Why put up with rough and
Oct.
6,102
hands? A little of "Zook's Ben- December
6,496
6,483
6,446 12,929 Nov.
6,496
join, Witch Hazel and Almond Cream"
Dec.
.11,998
6,120
18,118
will keep your hands soft and white,
53,883
76,727
Aoencr for
fook's Pharmacy.
Grand total
130,610
.70,750 31,790'
JOHNSON'S WOOD DYE AND FLOOR WAX.
Sarah
Grand total . .'.
Padden, who comes to the
.102,540
Salary $500.00 per year.
Eiks theater next Friday as the star
J. A. Jackson, Deputy Inspector,
Salary $1,200 per year.
iii "Kindling," is the protege of a Melrose, New Mexico.
FE
&
'
SIXTH DISTRICT.
widely known Chicago priest, the Rev January
6,124
6,124
Fr. Maurice .1. Dorney. Her first ap- - June
J. Y. Thornton, Deputy Inspector,
6,487
6,487
Pecos Valley.
No. of Gallons.
Coal Gasoline Miners
Oil
Oil
Total
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In 25c and

50c i

GOLDEN

MEDICAL

DISCOVERY

box-ad- dress

.

-

Bunches.

THE CLARENDON GARIDEN

PHONE

i MISS A. MUGLER
'

j

Ko-'da-

t

S,

e

4

A Human Match Factory.

125

i

j

.
.

Paint

.

F. ANDREWS

..'

YSr. I

I

c

THE

BEST

-

OF

EVERYTHING

TO EAT

'

Groceries, Meats, Fruits, Vegetables,

'.

Bakery Goods.
Phone No.4

j

Pll0"e

ANDREWS

N"-

-

dy-Mix- ed

:,

THE
o
QOfT'y
t7o kJIL a
U9 JEWELER
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HEADQUARTERS

.

SANTA

HARDWARE

SUPPLY CO

January
February

CONTEST ASSUMES VAST PROPORTIONS
The 5th Count Shows Over
200,000 Votes Cast Within Six Days
The full force and scope of the contest is becoming

IS
If

"

II

aPSw.l

4.

I

1

I

1

July
August
Sept
Oct

thor-

Nov
Dec.

t4

U

L

I

-

iMfl

Si

20,124

59,660

12,200
25,572

20,325
38,639
37,372
8,100
38,019
31,443
24,853
37,101
24,805
43,386

'

.

18,808

..12,936
12,212
12,172
18,686

...20,593

18.S0O

8,100
19,211
18,507
12,641
24,929
6,119
22 793

'

174,707 188,996""
. i . : .
Grand total . .'.
Salary $1,200 per' year,
expenses $529.05.

...

,...363,703
Traveling

WATCHES
AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

rizozo, New Mexico,

January
May
Oct.

....

6,066
6,083
6,125

6,487
6,530
6,518

18,274

19,535

January
February

March
April
May '

.

.

August
Sept
Oct.
Nov

.

'

6,449
6,083
12,198
12,246

6,123

6,119
6,124
6,487

12,568
12,611
12,611

6,487
6,487
12,936

6,123

12,610
6,487
19,060

.

75,823

Grand total

Salary
assistant

'

6,449
6,487
6,124

. .

Dec

There are a great many citizens of Santa Fe that are
not Interested as vet in the contest for anv candidal. Thau
P3 their "bscriptions, buy their groceries, shoes and hard
ware without even asking for the ballots they are entitled
to and make no effort to trade with the
particular stores that
are interested in this great contest. It means candidates that
you must make a personal effort to reach this immense field
that may help you to win one of the pianos.

'

6.449
6,083
.12,198
6,123
.

.....

June
July

VERY

cost you nothing to help some friend.

PICK OUT ONE OF THE CANDIDATES
AND HELP THEM IN THIS CONTEST.
It will

V

6,124
37,100

............

.$112,923
$900.00 Der vear. Denutv oavs
deputy1 $5.00 per car.'
. .

:

THE AODERN GROCERY CO., JOHN PFLUEQER,
THE SANTA FE HAREWARE & SUPPLY CO.,
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO. (Subscriptions)
It is the snap and progressiveness of these merchants that made this contest psssible. Show
your appreciation by taking interest in the contest and patronizing them.
THE STANDING OF THE CANDIDATES
FOLLOWS:
IS-A-

Lulu Krick
Mrs. Paul Doran
Frances Leeson
Nellie Gann
Mrs. Chas. Parsons
Mrs, Clay Patterson
Mrs. E, R. Wheeler.
Carmen Abreu
"'
Belle Anaya
Nellie. Nusbauiri
Clara .Qibson A
Mrs. W. Q- - Sargent
,

CGet

153,210 Ida Clouthier
102,326 Mrs. Thos. Doran
56,015 Mary Quintana
50,545 Luclta Sena
42,070 Mrs. G. F. McNitt
39,805 Petita Delgado
35,630 Romuldo Gomez
33,545 Ramona Baca
31,705 May Closson
31,660 Margaret Miller
29,923 Tubrecita Gonzales
28,645

25,995 Mrs. C. F. Kanen
23,875 Etta N. Moore
23,120 Mrs. Fred Alarid
14,000 Mrs. Porterfield
13,865 Ruth Nix
15,705 Mrs. Fred Hogle
13,400 Edna Lutz
11,930 Polly Borrego
10,337 Mrs. John Conway
10,235 Mrs. E. N. Peden
9,500 Laura B. Montoya

S

6.950 Mrs. Wm. Parsons
5,630 Mrs. Gus Koch
4,535 Mrs. T. A. McCarthy
4,330 Mrs. W. B. Prince
3,840 Mrs. Julius Muralter
3,733 Mrs. Victor Casados
3,525 Lucy Ortiz
3,250 Mrs. J. M. Shimer
2,680 Louise Dietzel
2,000 Etta N. Moore
2,365 Lola Micljaelson

Mrs. C. L. Bowlds
Mrs. G. W. Armijo
Ruth Mendenhall
Jean Law
Mrs. Robert L. Cooper
Edith Hampel
Katherine Brown
Helen Knapp
Anna Dietzel
Mrs. F. C. Blake
Mamie Lambertson

1,675
1,625
1,495
1,450
1,320
1,310
1,295
1,250
1,225
1,215
1,210

Busy and gel one of these Fifteen PianosX
SUBSCRIPTIONS

TO THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

'

1,195
1,165
1,120
1,115
1,110
1,095
1,085
1,045
1,040
1,040
1,03 J

UB

COUNT FAST. A year's subscription is good for 6,000 votes a nd to each of the weeklies 1,000 votes. Have
you ever thought of the possibilities of soliciting subscriptions or getting your friends to pay up their subscriptions? One of the easiest ways
to get away uo in the race
Old subscriptions count double.

....,.,

ULCAOIUIlALLI.

S

ELEVENTH DISTRICT.
M. Martinez, Oil

Inspector, Santa Fe,
Espanola, Willard, Belen, Socorro, Gallup.
No. of Gallons.
Coal Gasoline Miners
Oil
Oil
Total
'

January
February

.12,165
12,791

191
March
April ... 12,859
May . . 18,554
,

June
July

6,667
12,505
478
12,050
25.449
25,772
25,625

August
Sept. ; .
Oct, ....
Nov. ....
Dec.
.

:.

164,106

12,165
12,165
201
19,462
24,879
25,934
31,772
498
18,172
25,449
38,336
32,247

80
10
6,603
'
6.325
19,267
19,267
20
6,122
12,564
92
?n

orn

6,530
i?

con

. . .

240,986

EIGHTH DISTRICT.A. L. Hobbs, Deputy Inspector, Ra- - DOMESTIC
WOOLS SHOW
j ton, New Mexico.
A LOWER TENDENCY.
No. of Gallons.
Boston, Mass.. Feb. 25. Domestic
Coal Gasoline Miners
wools, especially Delaine fleecos show
Oil
Oil
Total a lower tendency. Fine washed fleeces
37,992 are steady at 31 to 31, while fine
January 25,422 12,570
staple
February 6.632 6,682 2,178 15,492 Montana brings 23 in the crease
March .
6,132 12,643
18,775 Scoured territory is quiet and easy and
325 1,154 12,792 transactions In California wools are
April .. 11,313
.
May .
6,544
6,530 1,636 14,710 confined to sample lots. Eight months
June . . . 6,084 12,579
18,663 Texas wools sell readily at 18 to 19.
6,199
July
6,088 1,171 13,458
August .' 6,555
6,752 1,055 14,362
Sept. ... 6.336 13.617 3,419 23,373
Oct
761 19,591
12,502
6,328

:
t

.

....

Nov.
Dec

.

. .

280

19,293
6,315

794

20,377
19,425

13,110.-

f I Shoe Polishes

FINEST

119,327

Grand total

Salary

$600.00

....

.

.

VARIETY

LAItCEST

QUALITY

12,168

97,504
.

per year.

;

,

January
February

-

Salary
$853.85.

A. H.

one-hal-

f

Stand Right Socially
and Publicly.

1

He will wear good looking,
fitting,
comfortable Z
hoes.
Shoes of individuality Z

perfect

with brains built right into them
by the most skillful shoe mak- er in the country.
The smart high toes, the me- dium toes and the new reced- -

Z

Ing toes with low, flat heels all
-

are here.
Button

or

Bluchers

In

all J

feathers.

SPM

VALUES I

,

-

t

i

'

12,067
9,613

.
,
.

.

or "fees

"

" .
;

'

10,082
18,601
10,206
20,043
15,705
11,094
14,200
19,942
11.127
J70.770

collected,
'

TENTH DISTRICT.. f
Harvey Deputy Inspector,

$5.00,. $5.50
the only ladies' (hoe ihwsine that
contains Oil. Blacks and Polislirauulin'
.
and children's hnotji and .K.w.a aim.
"GILT
pontivi-l-

EDGE"

"pANDT" combination for cleaning and polishing
all kindiof mssetortMi shoes, 83c. "STAlTsize.
inc.
... ......
. 'i.,n.utt.u nilH- iy titans ann whitens dirty canvas shot's.
"ALSO" CLEANS and WHITENS canvas snots.
In
round white cakea packed in cine-ti- n
boxes, wtih
sponge, 1 Oc. In handsome, are aluminum boxes
with sponge, 85c. ,
"ELITE'' combination for geuuemen who take
pride in having their shoes look At. Meerona color
and lustre to all black shoes. 'Polish wiihabrnsb
or cloth, HScenta. "BABY EUTE"aiaa, lOomu.
u atinu yitu WMK.tWfKI tiff
uu
"
'"Js-

liic&c

10M
Car- -

I

$4.00, $4.50

.18,090

...

....

:

The Man Who Stands
In Our Shoes Will

$3.00,$3.50

NINTH DISTRICT.
D. C. Crowell, Deputy Inspector, El
Paso, Texas. Inspects shipments into
New Mexico.
'
8,529
3,638
5,819
3,794
March . . 14,923
3,167
5,958
4,124
April
May . . . 4,194 14,407
June . . , 4,832
5,374
11,186
.8,838
July
August . 5,130 10,575
6,573
4,521
Sept.
Oct
6,911
7,289
Nov. . . . 13,304
6,638
Dec
3,614
7,513
94,871 "75,899

MEN'S SHOES i

228,999

.

...

-1-

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

Grand total
37,809
Salary $10.00 per car. Amount paid

Grand total

-

AND

Remember the contest stores are the following

II

12,553
12,613
12,643

i

LOOK OVER THE LIST BELOW

E

$60.00.

SEVENTH DISTRICT.
J. Y. Armijo, Deputy Inspector,
Rosa, New Mexico.
R. S. Coulter, Assistant Deputy
New Mexico.

CAREFUL AND PUT ON EACH BALLOT
THE NAME OF THE CANDIDATE YOU WISH TO VOTE
FOR AS THERE WERE AT THIS COUNT OVER 700
VOTES THROWN OUT ON THAT ACCOUNT.

.

.

June

oughly understood without exception. Enthusiasm is increasing in all sections of the districts covered. The prizes are
so desirable and the opportunity for winning so good that
each day witnesses greater efforts by people who properly appreciate this magnificent offer. Activity is evidenced not only
among the candidates, but among their friends, as well.
These friends have thrown themselves into the race in the
most unselfish spirit and are doing their best to secure votes
for their favorites.

BE

.39,536

March ... 8,125
April ....13,067
May ....18,572

They appreciate that there is nothing small about such a
contest as this, and that It is a mammoth project and will be
conducted along such lines. There Is no guess work about it.
Tne prizes are on hand. Everyone knows just
exactly what
they are going to win. They know that results for their
favorites depend largely on them and that a little energy on
their part will go far toward making their friend a winner.

J

HIGH-GRAD-

FOR

Alia
Skt

Stroeav
FMiskeM

in

TIritMtjC
Mtf World

Maws.
-

Our shoe prices

!
1

may sound Z

very familiar but you'll travel a

Z

long way If you try to match
our value elsewhere at our

prices.

DBF IIEsCEDJci

